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Abstract: Dependency on correct operation of embedded systems is rapidly growing, mainly due to their wide range of applications, such as micro-grids, automotive device control, health care, surveillance, mobile devices, telecommunications, internet of
things, and consumer electronics. Their structures are becoming more and more complex and currently require multi-core processors with scalable shared memory, signal-processing pipelines, and sophisticated software modules, in order to meet increasing
computational power, flexibility demands, and also to adapt to new scenarios and behaviors. Additionally, interaction with realworld entities and addition of modern communication capabilities further enhance the mentioned features and give rise to a new
system class: embedded and cyber-physical systems (ECPS). As a consequence, reliability of ECPS becomes a key issue during system development, which must be carefully addressed and assured. Generally, state-of-the-art verification methodologies
for ECPS generate test vectors (with constraints) and use assertion-based verification and high-level processor models, during
simulation; however, new challenges arose, such as need for meeting time and energy constraints, handling concurrent software,
dealing with platform restrictions, evaluating implementation-structure choices, validating operation logic, ensuring correct system
behavior together with physical plants, providing compliance with target systems, incorporating knowledge about new problems
and conditions, and supporting new software architectures and legacy designs, which now have to be tackled. This survey deals
with the mentioned issues, reviews related literature, and discusses recent advances on symbolic model checking techniques and
their applications to control synthesis. Additionally, challenges, problems, and recent advances to ensure correctness and timeliness, regarding ECPS, are discussed. Reliability issues, when developing ECPS, are then considered, as a prominent verification
and synthesis application for achieving correct-by-construction systems.
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Introduction

Generally, embedded computer systems perform dedicated functions
with high degree of reliability, according to their original design and
requirements (e.g., real-time) [1]. They are ubiquitous in modern day
information systems and are also becoming increasingly important
in our society, due to their use to process, monitor, control, and even
replace every human activity, which include the ones related to factories, power plants, mobile devices, traffic control, vehicles, and
home duties [2]. Besides, they are also used in a variety of sophisticated applications, which range from entertainment software, such
as games and graphics animation, to safety-critical systems, such as
nuclear reactors and automotive controllers.
Interaction between embedded software and physical processes
created a different class of systems, which are complex, highly
integrated, and present a mixture of continuous and discrete dynamics, named as hybrid systems (HSs). Indeed, the embedded-system
domain allied to the most recent communication revolution caused
an intense integration between different and spread physical processes, which are called embedded and cyber-physical systems
(ECPS) [3, 4]. In particular, the presence of modern communication
technologies (e.g., internet of things - IoT) causes a revolution in
terms of flexibility, scalability, and complexity of those systems and
adds a novel class of problems to challenges found in the embedded systems domain. For example, micro-grids, i.e., small-scale
electricity systems that gather different sources of distributed generation (DG) and loads, are emerging ECPS, where reliability and
carbon emission reduction are of paramount importance [2]. One
may also notice that each DG element and the majority of current
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loads already employ embedded software and present several safetycritical requirements; however, the integration of both constitute
ECPS, where additional challenges related to synchronization, stability, control, communication, and reliability of entire micro-grids
arise.
Thus, ECPS demand short development cycles and high-level of
reliability and robustness [3, 5], besides presenting challenges that
include but are not limited to the ones already imposed by embedded
systems. As a consequence of their popularization, human life has
also become more and more dependent on services provided by this
type of system and, in particular, their success is strictly related to
both service relevance and quality/reliability.
Fig. 1 illustrates subcomponents of general ECPS, inside the
biggest blue box, which typically consist of human-machine interface (e.g., keyboard and display), processing unit (e.g., real-time
computer system), and instrumentation interface (e.g., sensor, network, and actuator) that can be connected to some physical plant [1].
Fig. 1 also shows some ECPS examples, including mass-production
devices, multi-core processors embedded into consumer electronic
devices, and safety-critical systems. Indeed, many current ECPS,
such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) [6] and medical monitoring systems [7], become interesting solutions only if they can
reliably perform their target tasks. For instance, UAVs are a trend
on military missions and civil applications, since they can easily
achieve places that cannot be accessed by humans, i.e., without
on-board pilots and also with different degrees of autonomy; however, an incorrect plan execution may cost civilian lives, which is
unacceptable. In addition, wrong disease diagnosis or conditionevaluation reports have the potential to compromise patients’ health
and even many aspects of their lives, with serious consequences. On
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Fig. 1: Subcomponents of general ECPS and some examples.

the one hand, portable ECPS are capable of monitoring and identifying conditions, which is very difficult for human specialists, mainly
when their contact with patients happens only in medical clinics.
On the other hand, wrong or incomplete diagnostic data may delay
necessary treatments or deteriorate patients’ health.
Besides, when physical interaction with the real-world is needed,
which happens in ECPS, additional care must be taken, mainly when
human action is directly replaced, as in vehicle driving. Regarding
the latter, even human-in-the-loop feedback control can be employed
[8], which then raises deeper concerns related to reliability of human
behavior modeling and system implementation. Consequently, it is
important to go beyond design correctness and also address behavior correctness, which may be performed by incorporating system
models. Specifically, such representations can be used to evaluate
and even synthesize a given particular system, by ensuring that all
necessary functions are correctly implemented and an appropriate
behavior is exhibited, i.e., a system is indeed correct by its method
of construction [9].
For instance, one may argue that a Linux device driver [10] was
verified and correctly uses the related kernel services (e.g., exported
symbols and scheduling); however, not much can be said about correct access to the associated hardware and its use, i.e., if read and
write operations are performed according to what is specified in a
device’s data-sheet and setup periods are respected, for instance. In
summary, it is important to ensure that the developed driver is compliant with the underlying hardware, which goes further than code
correctness and also tackles interaction with surrounding entities.
Regarding behavior correctness, one important observation is that
it is becoming more difficult, since fixed mathematical models are
being replaced by machine learning approaches (ML) [11], where
future operation may change based on data acquired during previous
actions, due to model updating. Indeed, ML algorithms have a dual
role on software verification development: model evolution and verification enhancement. Given the dissemination of such algorithms,
several ECPS have embedded ML software and, as a consequence,
system-correctness verification procedures should also adapt somehow and incorporate new checks (which may also rely on ML),
when analyzing target models, or fed with acquired data, as recently
reported in literature [12, 13]. In addition, model checking mechanisms have also incorporated ML algorithms, in order to increase
efficiency of verification [14–16] and synthesis [17] procedures.
A number of distinctive characteristics might influence ECPS verification and synthesis processes, which include: mass production
and static structure, functionality determined by software in readonly memory, multi-core processors with scalable shared memory,
and limited amount of energy. Additionally, increasing computational power and decreasing size and cost, which are common to
the area of computer processors, are enabling system designers to
move more features to software domain, which consequently leads
to difficulties in verifying design correctness, since stringent constraints imposed by underlying hardware platforms (e.g., real-time,
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memory allocation, interrupts, interfacing, and concurrency) [18] or
even new structures provided with the goal of ensuring more computational capacity [19] must be considered during verification. Such
observations expand the addressed issues and even complement what
was previously mentioned.
As one may notice from previous paragraphs, verifying and
safely synthesizing ECPS are challenging tasks, which involves
many aspects of target applications. In addition, there is an increasing demand for correct-by-design ECPS, which prevent financial
losses, given the associated high reliability and correct behavior,
and provide systems best fitted to a given scenario. Indeed, while
formal synthesis aims to obtain such systems, it cannot achieve
that goal without robust formal verification techniques, which may
even be integrated in an automated framework for system creation.
Finally, it is worth noticing that synthesis and verification are linked
through system (behavior) models, which present restrictions and
include parameters capable of influencing a given system’s operation. As pointed out by Zheng and Julien [20], mission-critical ECPS
applications often rely on simulation-based testing; however, at the
same time, simulation-centric tools present limitation in correctness
assessment. Indeed, problems may even arise from hardware limitations not considered in simulations, which could be tackled through
comprehensive systems models, and, in medical-device development, where correctness is usually pursued by code inspection, static
analysis, and module and system integration testing, patients are not
often considered [20]. Regarding the latter, a system model including
both ECPS and patient, in association with formal techniques, would
have the potential to show unforeseen problems related to their
interaction, i.e., models are often underrepresented in verification
stages. Nonetheless, scalability to real-size systems and completeness are still concerns, which may be fulfilled with statistical [21]
and induction [22] approaches, respectively.
Therefore, modeling, verification and synthesis of ECPS are
interdependent problems. In particular, modeling of ECPS and properties is a sine qua non condition for ECPS verification, since the
verification algorithms are performed based on these models that
must trade off the accuracy and simplicity for compatibility with
these (software) procedures. In addition, formal synthesis consists
in designing systems that are correct according to the evaluation
by the formal verification algorithms. Therefore, formal synthesis
depend on formal verification and both are based on sound models of systems and properties. It is worth mentioning that adequate
ECPS modeling for formal verification and synthesis, should take
into account communication delays, network availability, faults, and
cyber attacks.
This article represents a recent survey study about verification
methods and their application to ECPS synthesis, while addressing both largely employed schemes and the ones with potential
to improve current results or provide better fits to real and highcomplex ECPS. Later on, we then focus on symbolic methods,
specifically bounded model checking (BMC), which represents the
authors’ vision for future ECPS verification and synthesis schemes.
In particular, in order to perform that, we have adopted an automated
search mechanism via popular digital libraries, with the goal of finding the most relevant studies regarding ECPS. Here, we have used
Google Scholar∗ , Web of Science† and Scopus‡ digital libraries,
which represent the largest databases for scientific publications. Our
main goals for this survey article can be described as follows:
• Briefly describe part of the established research about ECPS
modeling, verification, and synthesis;
• Provide an overview about technical issues and recent advances
in symbolic verification, together with synthesis applications of the
latter that are currently employed for ECPS, while focusing on
verification techniques based on Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) and
Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT);

∗ https://scholar.google.com/
† https://login.webofknowledge.com/
‡ https://www.scopus.com/
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• Present open challenges on ECPS verification and synthesis and
also clarify current trends, which is mainly driven by ECPS, IoT, and
ML.
This survey is organized as follows. We present a brief discussion
about models for ECPS, in Section 2, and then provide an overview
on ECPS verification, in Section 3, while taking into account aggregate effects and specific domains. Later, in Section 4, we discuss
specific topics in formal verification and promising approaches
for verifying ECPS, which include BMC, k-induction verification
based on invariant inference, property directed reachability (or IC3),
abstraction, counterexample guided inductive synthesis, and system
model incorporation. The state-of-the-art on formal synthesis for
ECPS is discussed in Section 5. In Section 6, the main challenges
regarding verification and synthesis of ECPS are described, while
Section 7 tackles those problems that are (partially) open in current published research and later describes current achievements and
future trends in ECPS verification and synthesis. Section 8 addresses
new applications, which take into account the new trends (e.g., ML)
mentioned here. Finally, we describe the main limitations of this
survey, in Section 9, and then conclude and present future work, in
Section 10.

2
Modeling Embedded and Cyber-Physical
Systems as Hybrid Systems for Verification and
Synthesis
2.1

ECPS Concept and Definition

Automated formal verification has been employed to ensure correctness and reliability of ECPS, during the last decade, as well as
provide controller synthesis [23–29] for ECPS and HSs [21, 30–35].
ECPS reliability is related to its ability to maintain correct execution
of specific functions, which depends on correctness of embedded
software and hardware compatibility. Correctness is asserted with
respect to a given specification, which may be related to safety or
liveness [36, 37]. A safety specification concerns a set of undesirable (reachable) states that must be avoided or simply ensures that
“something bad never happens”, while a liveness one refers to a
desired (reachable) state that will eventually be achieved or simply
ensures that “something good will eventually happen”. In both cases,
a model is needed for ECPS, in order to ensure that no error state is
reachable or that a desirable one is eventually reached. Therefore,
an algorithmic (decision) procedure can be devised from a formal
model, in order to decide about its correctness and reliability; this
decision procedure output is simply “yes”, if a specification holds,
or, otherwise, “no” [38]. A general ECPS model is then defined as
follows.
Definition 1. ECPS S are tuples S = (X, X0 , U, Y, r, v), where X
is a set of reachable states, X0 is a set of initial states, U is a set
of inputs, Y is a set of outputs, r is a transition function, such that
r : X × U → X, and v is an output mapping function, such that
v : X × U → Y [39–41].

2.2

Formal Modeling for ECPS Verification and Synthesis

This general ECPS model can be used to synthesize ECPS; in particular, synthesizing reliable ECPS is related to designing controllers
that are able to handle complex system dynamics. One may notice
that the so-called ECPS can also be considered HSs, since both types
present a mixture of continuous and discrete dynamics. Thus, both
formal verification and control synthesis for ECPS are based on
hybrid control system theory, which is still under development, since
control theories for continuous and discrete systems were developed independently [42]. As a consequence, formal ECPS synthesis
includes but is not limited to a control synthesis problem and must
consider both formal verification of its correctness and reliability.
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Besides, formal verification and control synthesis for ECPS is usually based on a model denoted as hybrid automata (HA), which
follows Definition 1.
The overall automated formal-synthesis process for ECPS
involves three main steps: modeling, which is related to obtaining
a sound mathematical representation (usually HA) to capture all
relevant aspects of continuous and discrete dynamics and their interaction, as well as formulate properties and invariants that describe a
desirable behavior; verification, where ECPS are checked against a
trusted mathematical model and compliance with a desired behavior is verified; and synthesis, where a controller is (automatically)
produced or invariant control laws that allow ECPS to meet requirements and behave as desired are found, which can then be confirmed
by a verification oracle.
Generally speaking, formal models are largely employed in science and engineering areas, in order to analyze, predict, and modify
the behavior of real-world systems. Specifically, deterministic and
stochastic models are the basis of many recent engineering advances:
the former is uniquely determined by parameter values and previous states, while the latter presents inherent randomness, which is
described by probability distributions, i.e., random variables whose
behavior is described by probability density functions [43]. Nonetheless, one can argue that such models are not enough to represent
ECPS, since interactions among different entities (software and
hardware components) present several events that could not be deterministically or stochastically modeled, i.e., they should be better
represented by non-deterministic approaches [5]. Indeed, that is even
more evident when unknown properties are addressed, such as internet traffic that is dependent on human behavior. Indeed, probability
relies on likelihood and non-determinism on possibility.
On the one hand, early representations of hybrid systems, i.e., systems that mix continuous and discrete dynamics, consisted in instantiating discrete components and discretized continuous dynamics,
by using discrete models and considering non-modeled effects as
uncertainties or perturbations exogenous to them, which can even
be negligible. On the other hand, that particular approach is unsuitable for complex ECPS, which present intense non-determinism,
where uncertainties play a central role and might invalidate an
entire system behavior. Nonetheless, state-of-the-art verification and
synthesis methodologies for ECPS take advantage of the entire modeling framework for hybrid systems; in particular, hybrid automata
and their variants. Indeed, ECPS have been modeled through different structures that present different degrees of non-determinism
and balance between continuous and discrete dynamics, such as
timed automata [44], hybrid automata [45, 46], and stochastic hybrid
automata [47, 48].
Another useful formalism for ECPS is timed automata, which targets real-time systems and employs finite automata with clocks, i.e.,
real variables that follow continuous trajectories (behaviors) with
constant slope. Hybrid automata bridges digital processing and analog entities and consequently generalizes timed automata, by also
employing finite automata with real variables, but whose trajectories follow more general dynamical laws [46]. Timed automata and
hybrid automata are deterministic models for hybrid systems that
built the basis of HS representations, which were subdivided into
different classes of hybrid automata, depending on mapping functions (r and v), e.g., linear hybrid automata [49], rectangular hybrid
automata [46, 50], nonlinear hybrid automata [51, 52], integration
graphs [53], and linear stochastic hybrid automata [47]. Recently,
Rungger and Tabuada [39] and Tabuada et al. [54] proposed a general and wide model for ECPS, which is based on hybrid automata,
by providing the concept of robustness and important tools for robust
stability analysis. In addition to HA- and TA-based models, there
are a number of other ECPS modeling initiatives based on (exact
or approximate) bi-simulation [41] and simulation [55], as well as
interval analysis [56].
Another approach to ECPS modeling tackles quantized control
systems and finite-word length (FWL) effects on the performance
of those systems. Differently from bi-simulation, quantized models
are built from a countable subset of the (quantized) input space [57].
In particular, Keel and Bhattacharyya showed that even robust and
optimal controllers may still present an undesired property [58, 59]:
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fragility or sensitivity to implementation aspects (e.g., FWL representations of digital controllers). Therefore, various studies tried to
connect sampled-data theory to hybrid-system models [60–63].
In addition to ECPS-dynamics modeling, it is often interesting
to establish invariants on ECPS’s state-spaces, which can be used
for accelerating formal verification and synthesis processes regarding those systems. Such invariants might be synthesized, in order
to point out state-space boundaries [64], and could determine ECPS
stability [65] or reachability [56, 66]. Finally, it is worth mentioning
that there are still some recent modeling approaches that are mixtures
of stochastic and non-deterministic models for ECPS, e.g., stochastic non-deterministic automata [67] and piecewise-deterministic
Markov chains [47].

correction term, S is the pipe cross-sectional area, and g is the gravity acceleration constant. The transition function r : X × U → X is
a mix of continuous-time transitions, represented by ordinary differential equations of type ẋ = rk (x, u), for k = 1, . . . , 8, which are
defined for each control mode i and discrete-time transitions relations related to actions, such as “level up” and “level down”. In
particular, the continuous-time transitions are described as
ẋ =

=

Illustrative Example of ECPS Model

2.3

In order to illustrate the general modeling process of ECPS, by
means of HAs, a three-tanks system, known as Sim3Tanks [68], is
considered here. Such a three-tanks system consists of three cylindrical tanks connected by four pipes, which allow fluid exchange
between the lateral tanks (tanks 1 and 2) and the central one (tank
3), in both directions, as illustrated in Fig. 2, while Fig. 3 shows its
corresponding HA. The upper pipes and valves that connect tanks 1
and 2 to tank 3 are located at the same height h0 and are called transmission pipes and valves, respectively. The lower pipes and valves
that connect tanks 1 and 2 to tank 3, in turn, are aligned with their
base and are called connection pipes and valves, respectively. At the
bottom of each tank, there are output pipes and valves; the dashed
arrows illustrated in Fig. 2 indicate the reference direction of each
flow.
The state-space X of Sim3Tanks is defined by the state vector x = [h1 h2 h3 ]T and the initial state space X0 is assumed
to be levels lower than the height of the transmission valves, i.e.,
h1 , h2 , h3 < h0 . The flow rates from pumps P1 and P2 (i.e.,
QP1 and QP2 ) are inputs that define the input space U , with
u = [QP1 QP2 ]T . The flows through transmission, connection, and
output pipes can be determined, respectively, by
q
Qv = Kv βsgn(∆hv,k ) |∆hv,k |, with v = a, b, (1)
Qi3 = Ki3 βsgn(hi − h3 )

p

|hi − h3 |,

with

i = 1, 2,

(2)

and
Qj = Kj β

q
hj ,

with

j = 1, 2, 3,

(3)

where
∆ha,1 = ∆hb,1 = ∆ha,3 = ∆hb,5 = 0,

(4)

∆ha,2 = ∆hb,2 = ∆ha,4 = ∆hb,6 = h0 − h3 ,

(5)

∆ha,5 = ∆ha,7 = h1 − h0 ,

(6)

∆ha,6 = ∆ha,8 = h1 − h3 ,

(7)

∆hb,3 = ∆hb,7 = h2 − h0 ,

(8)

∆hb,4 = ∆hb,8 = h2 − h3 .

(9)

and
Kv , Ki3 , and Kj correspond to the state
√ of the flow control
valves (Kv , Ki3 , Kj ∈ [0, 1]) and β = µS 2g, where µ is the flow

rk (x, u)
1
1
K Q −
(Qa + Q13 + Q1 )
 Sc P1 P1
Sc
 1
1

 Sc KP2 QP2 − Sc (Qb + Q23 + Q2 )
 1
1
(Q13 + Q23 + Qa + Qb ) −
Q3
Sc
Sc




.



(10)

The output function v : X × U → Y is related to the sensors available in Sim3Tanks. At the top of each tank, there is an ultrasonic
sensor responsible for measuring the liquid level inside it and, in all
pipes, there is a flow control valve (proportional or on/off) and a
Hall effect flow sensor. As a result, this system has a total of twelve
sensors, i.e., three level sensors (one per tank) and nine flow sensors
(one per valve). Thus, its output function is defined, for all control
modes, as
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(11)

One may suppose that there is a safety condition that forbids the
liquid level of some tank to be greater than a maximum level h̄,
in order to avoid spill or structure damage. By assuming that the
controlled variable of Sim3Tanks is the output flow rate Q3 , with
K1 = K2 = 0, it is desirable that this particular variable tracks a
reference signal zref . The first condition is a safety specification, i.e.,
some state (h1 > h̄ or h2 > h̄ or h3 > h̄) that must be unreachable,
and the second one is a liveness specification, where the desirable
state (Q3 = zref ) is eventually reached. Such properties can then be
modeled through the computation tree logic (CTL) formulae φsafety
and φliveness , respectively, as follows:
φsafety |= AG¬(φ1 ∨ φ2 ∨ φ3 )

(12)

φliveness |= AF AG φ4 ,

(13)

and
where propositional variables φ1 , φ2 , φ3 , and φ4 can be represented
as
φ1 ↔ h1 > h̄,

Actuator 1

Actuator 2

KP1

u2

u1

φ2 ↔ h2 > h̄,

KP2

Controller 1

Controller 2

QP2

QP1
Qa

P1

Ka

Tank 1
h1

Qb
Kb

Tank 3

h0
Q13

h3

K13
K1

Q1

h2

Q23

Q3

Fig. 2: Sim3Tanks

and
φ4 ↔ Q3 = zref .

K23
K3

Reservoir

4

φ3 ↔ h3 > h̄,
P2

Tank 2

K2

Q2

In summary, φsafety means that, along all paths, ¬(φ1 ∨ φ2 ∨
φ3 ) must hold globally, while φliveness means that, along all paths
and at some moment in the future, φ4 becomes true and remains
that way thereafter. Properties φsafety and φliveness could also be
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6
ẋ = r6 (x, u)

h1 ≤ h0 ,
h1 level down
x0 = x

5
ẋ = r5 (x, u)

h2 > h 0 ,
h2 level up
x0 = x

h1 > h 0 ,
h1 level up
x0 = x

h1 ≤ h0 ,
h1 level down
x0 = x

h1 > h 0 ,
h1 level up
x0 = x
h2 > h 0 ,
h2 level up
x0 = x

h2 ≤ h0 ,
h2 level down
x0 = x

8
ẋ = r8 (x, u)

h3 ≤ h0 ,
h3 level down
x0 = x

2
ẋ = r2 (x, u)

h2 ≤ h0 ,
h2 level down
x0 = x

h2 > h 0 ,
h2 level up
x0 = x
h1 > h0 ,
h1 level up
x0 = x

h1 ≤ h0 ,
h1 level down
x0 = x

h3 > h 0 ,
h3 level up
x0 = x
7
ẋ = r7 (x, u)

4
ẋ = r4 (x, u)
h3 ≤ h0 ,
h3 level down
x0 = x

h1 > h 0 ,
h1 level up
x0 = x
h1 ≤ h0 ,
h1 level down
x0 = x
h1 ≤ h0 ,
h1 level down
x0 = x

h2 ≤ h0 ,
h2 level down
x0 = x

h3 > h 0 ,
h3 level up
x0 = x
3
ẋ = r3 (x, u)

h1 > h0 ,
h1 level up
x0 = x

h2 ≤ h0 ,
h2 level down
x0 = x

h3 > h 0 ,
h3 level up
x0 = x

h3 ≤ h0 ,
h3 level down
x0 = x

h2 > h 0 ,
h2 level up
x0 = x

1
ẋ = r1 (x, u)

start
h1 , h2 , h3 < h0

Fig. 3: Hybrid automata modeling of Sim3Tanks.
modeled through other temporal logic, such as linear-time temporal
logic (LTL) as follows:
φsafety |= G¬(φ1 ∨ φ2 ∨ φ3 )

(14)

φliveness |= G F φ4 .

(15)

and
Based on this kind of approach and supposing the system behavior
of Sim3Tanks is captured in a model and taken into account, this
system could then be checked, through a suitable methodology.

3
Symbolic Verification of Cyber-Physical
Systems
3.1 Existing Symbolic Verification Methodologies for
Cyber-Physical Systems
ECPS are complex entities composed by computing systems that
interact with each other and their surrounding environment, through
data exchange; the latter usually being converted into different
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domains (analog and digital). As a consequence, there is a compound
behavior, which is not exactly a composition of individual elements,
but instead a distinct collection of effects arising from the mentioned arrangements and interactions. Aggregate effects influence
system actions, resource allocation, and fragility aspects, which then
require methodologies for mitigating or taking advantage of them,
thus depending on specific scenarios. In that respect, formal verification is an interesting approach, where a system can be analyzed
for determining whether it meets design requirements.
Aggregate effects can be observed in a wide variety of ECPS,
such as medical devices, autonomous vehicles, and smart grids [69].
For instance, controllers that do not take into account aggregate
effects have the potential to cause serious problems, such as automatic medical infusion systems that do not consider continuous drug
administration to human bodies [69], which present modified behavior caused by chemical compounds; and practical implementations
of digital controllers for UAV attitude systems, if those entities do
not take into account FWL effects, which then causes UAV crash
and malfunctioning, during missions [70]. Such an effect could also
be noticed in system Sim3Tanks presented in the preceding section,
that being in the implementation of a controller for Q3 , which can
indeed be affected by FWL effects, or fluid density and viscosity
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modifications, which are able to influence pump performance and
flow rates.
Based on what was exposed in the last paragraphs, it may be not
enough to verify ECPS implementations, from the point of view of a
designed hardware or software model, in such a way that composing
elements, being those constructive gates or instructions in a given
programming language, are correct, but instead assure that their
behaviors were taken into account, even when influenced by noise or
exogenous conditions. In addition, aggregate behaviors should also
be considered, in such a way that interaction effects are not disregarded, which may result in critical problems. Nonetheless, behavior
models may be difficult to develop, given their stochastic nature,
and model checking may become very complex to perform. Finally,
safety in ECPS may not be achievable, in some scenarios, due to limitations of practical components, which is related to error conditions
and signal delays.
ECPS correctness can be verified through symbolic model checking [21], which ensures if a property holds for all reachable states.
SMV [71] and NuSMV [72] are two representative symbolic verifiers based on binary decision diagrams (BDDs); actually, the latter
is a re-implementation and extension of SMV, which also supports BMC using SAT solvers. In NuSMV, system properties can
be expressed in a wide range of temporal properties, such as CTL,
as done for system Sim3Tanks in Section 2.3, real-time CTL, LTL,
and property specification language (PSL). SMV and NuSMV also
construct counterexamples, whether a property violation is found;
however, given that BDDs based verifiers can be unfeasible regarding system resources, BMC using SAT or SMT solvers may be
considered a viable option. For instance, Chaves et al. [70] explored
that behavior-modeling approach and developed models for digital
controllers implemented with fixed-point arithmetic, where effects,
such as overflow and limit-cycle oscillations, were checked, which
resulted in correct operation or guidelines for system redesign. As
already mentioned, Sim3Tanks could benefit from such an approach,
regarding its target controllers, given that their practical implementations are usually developed in a representation format and
then performed in another one, which is not taken into account
in a compound structure. In summary, the mentioned effects were
transformed into properties to be checked by a BMC tool, whose
operation might result in a counterexample. Another viable solution is non-linear hybrid automata in SMT-based verification [73],
where quantifier-free theories are reduced, at the cost of additional
variables.
Another interesting approach for ECPS is deductive verification
via theorem proving, which has the potential to be faster, given that
it takes into account specific inference rules w.r.t. system constraints
for efficient state-space exploration [74]. Platzer [75] tackles some
interesting topics regarding theorem proving applied to ECPS, from
which we can highlight multi-dynamical systems, which represent
complex systems as combinations of multiple elementary dynamical
features. Given that ECPS rely on decisions evaluated by computer
control, they are discrete; however, since they interact with physical processes, they are also continuous, while dealing with scenarios
characterized by uncertainty. As a consequence, ECPS verification involves many dynamical aspects, and one example exploiting
them is KeYmaera [76], which uses a combination of automated
theorem proving, real quantifier elimination, and symbolic computations for ECPS verification. In addition, Sanwal and Hasan [77]
proposed high-order-logic theorem proving for ECPS continuousaspects analysis. Indeed, continuous parts of ECPS can be modeled,
while theorem proving ensures correctness.It is worth noticing that
such an approach would be very suitable to Sim3Tanks (see Section
2.3), which could be used for modeling interaction with the fluid in
its reservoir.
Simulation is another tool for extracting behavior models regarding ECPS, although they do not consider interaction with continuous
systems. One notable example is the wireless cyber-physical simulator (WCPS) [78], which is based on a federate architecture
combining realistic simulations of both wireless sensor networks and
structures, with focus on civil structural analysis. Canadas et al. [79],
in turn, used time automata for modeling ECPS to be used during
simulation, where global models are systematically created for plant
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and controller; here, software tools can then be used for validation,
such as UPPAAL [80]. Junjie et al. [81] proposed a unified approach
for ECPS modeling, with modelica, as a basis for system verification. Indeed, the use of a unified modeling language for ECPS is
very appealing; however, behavior model of whole systems should
be carefully performed, while considering environmental influences
and aggregate effects. Finally, simulation approaches depend heavily on models, which can be done through automatic abstraction.
Thacker et al. [82] worked on a methodology based on automatic
abstraction, where models are described through a language inspired
by assembly code that unifies hardware, software, and environmental
aspects, in a single formalism.
Symbolic execution is considered a high-coverage testing method,
given that it ensures addressing of reachable paths, with properties
described as assertions. In summary, variables are represented as
symbols that are modified during program execution, while they are
evaluated with assertions. Ishigooka et al. [83] proposed a framework with model generator, which provides models and checks them
through symbolic execution. A careful definition regarding properties to be checked is required, by taking into account interaction
between actuator and plant. Radojicic et al. [84], in turn, take into
account uncertainty, through affine arithmetic decision diagrams,
during symbolic execution of ECPS. In addition, computation with
uncertainty is separated from simulation, which makes it possible to
integrate symbolic execution into pre-existing frameworks. Finally,
Majumdar et al. [85] introduced a closed-loop symbolic execution
tool for ECPS, named as closed-loop symbolic execution (CLSE).
Its inputs are a differential equation for plant and a software implementation for controller, whose combination is executed up to a
horizon time. Due to those aspects, this one would be a good option
for verifying Sim3Tanks, after some few modifications, given that
its continuous-time transitions are already described by differential
equations. Nonetheless, those authors noticed scalability problems,
when dealing with typical control systems, which could be solved
through combination with abstract interpretation.
We could not conclude without mentioning compositional verification, which consists in extracting aspects that are relevant to
a given system, by analyzing its individual components. In such a
context, Borda et al. [86] proposed a language for modeling selfadaptive ECPS and a technique for composition verification of those
systems, where specific aspects affecting a requirement are identified
and adaptation procedures are devised for them, in order to preserve
behavior, in face of environment changes. In summary, such adaptation procedures can be confined to specific system components,
where formal verification can check individual behavior and ensures
requirement satisfaction, in a restricted state space (of a component).
Finally, as stated at the beginning of this section, aggregate behaviors are of paramount importance, in such a way that unforeseen
conditions, due to interaction of internal components, are not disregarded, which can cause serious damages to ECPS. For instance,
Brings [87] proposed a methodology based on automated generation of models representing the different possible system-networks a
cyber-physical system may interact with, in order to identify relevant
behavior aspects and provide automated verification. Each aggregate
model is checked against a system specification, with the goal of
providing proper operation for aggregate behaviors.

3.2

Verification for Specific Domains

In the previous section, we tackled ECPS verification focusing on
techniques, with a broad summary regarding the most important
results. Nonetheless, specific domains present distinct challenges
and employ special algorithms, with approaches tuned for unique
goals. For instance, Kang et al. [88] proposed a methodology for performing verification and validation of automotive ECPS, regarding
non-functional properties of autonomous vehicles, through Simulink
design verifier and constraints translated into UPPAAL-SMC [89]
models, during design phases. In addition, it is worth noticing that
the proposed methodology supports continuous dynamic behavior
models for plants, in Simulink.
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Medical ECPS are another interesting domain, which constitute
critical systems whose main goal is to keep patients’ safety. As a consequence, verification of those ECPS are strictly necessary, in order
to provide reliable systems. In that spirit, Silva et al. [90] proposed
a model-based approach focusing on re-usability and productivity,
which allows users build aggregate models, based on patients (clinical databases) and medical devices (technical specifications), and
simulate them, in order to identify undesirable behavior.
There is also an interesting approach towards micro-grid ECPS
[91], which is based on a test platform. It has three major components for validation: real-time model of a distribution feeder,
network simulator in-the-loop model, and physical hardware. As
an experimental validation of the proposed strategy, a threshold
at which a micro-grid controller could break down was presented.
Finally, cyber-security aspects could also be incorporated, in addition to large power systems, with the goal of preserving system’s
availability, integrity, and confidentiality.
Finally, Klein et al. [92] presented formal verification approaches
for ensuring safety and security, in UAVs. In particular, they
described an attack by rogue camera software and a virus delivered
through a compromised universal-serial-bus stick, for the Boeing
Unmanned Little Bird H-6U. Those authors emphasized the need
for formal methods regarding vulnerability analysis (software connected with hardware), remote accessibility (device authentication
and access control), and patch management (vendors might be long
gone).

4
Discussion Regarding Formal Verification of
Cyber-Physical Systems and Future Trends
The ECPS-verification problem can be tackled through formal methods as based on decidability, which is stated according to Definition
2.
Definition 2. Given a class of ECPS Ω and a set Φ of desired
properties, a class of verification problems γ is called decidable if
an algorithmic procedure can decide whether there exists a finite
number of steps O ∈ Ω that satisfies every property L ∈ Φ [40].
Decidability can be regarded as a key issue in ECPS verification, since there are uncountable states and complex dynamics to be
considered. In particular, ECPS safety verification is undecidable,
except in very specific cases, as in systems that can be represented
by timed and rectangular automata [93]. An alternative to ensure that
ECPS trajectories will not pass through unsafe states is the use of
barrier certificates [94, 95]: one example is stability, which ensures
state convergence to an equilibrium point and consequently means
that there is a region where any trajectory remains inside it. Stability can be ensured based on Lyapunov theory, for a wide class of
model abstractions [27], or linear system stability theory, for discrete
simulations [96].
Generally, properties that must hold for ECPS are related to
safety/reachability and liveness, and more recently, security requirements such as availability (services are accessible if requested by
authorized users), integrity (data completeness and accuracy are preserved), and confidentiality (only authorized users can get access to
a system’s data). The earliest studies on HSs and ECPS proposed
approaches based on computational tree logic and linear temporal
logic [45], in order to specify properties and verify those systems. A
glimpse regarding that, in a unified manner, can be noticed in Section
2.3, through system Sim3Tanks. In the last decade, signal temporal
logic [97, 98] was proposed and have been used since then for this
purpose, thus providing more suitable operators for dynamic systems and signal processing. Therefore, model-checking procedures
have been employed to verify those properties, even under undecidability conditions via approximations, e.g., bounding the number of
steps from initial states, which leads to BMC [99].
Along with CPS modeling and verification techniques purely
based on hybrid automata, one can also highlight logic-based
approaches [100], which may still use hybrid automata, but which
are not based on a algebraic description of states and transitions.
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Some examples of logic-based verification are theorem proving techniques, e.g., deductive verification (i.e., interactive theorem proving) [101] and automatic theorem proving [74], and reduction-based
techniques, among which BMC stands out [102].
Recently, some studies have addressed ECPS formal verification considering discretization, switching, and quantization effects.
Dugirala and Viswanathan [103] verified embedded control software
considering real-time issues, e.g., delayed responses and possible
loss of real-time deadlines. Anta et al. [104] presented a tool called
Costan, which finds errors in mathematical-model implementations
and verifies whether those are tolerated, considering quantization
effects and fixed-point implementation, while focusing on quantization error effects over system stability. Similarly, Ismail et al. [105]
presented DSVerifier, a BMC tool for digital systems that employs
SMT solvers as back-ends, in order to provide support for digital system design and verification considering FWL effects. In particular,
DSVerifier checks if a designed digital controller and/or closed-loop
ECPS presents a desired performance, when it is implemented with
a given FWL format [96, 106].
Finally, it is worth mentioning that there are other alternatives
for ECPS modeling and analysis, which are not based on verification, but instead on simulators [81, 107, 108], as already exposed.
Although such approaches generally fail in ensuring that some
properties hold, they present good scalability, which is ideal for
large scale and complex systems that are hardly modeled through
automata- or logic-based approaches. As pointed out in Section 3,
Modelica [81] and Simulink/MATLAB [108] are important examples of widely used simulators for ECPS. In order to achieve a
balanced trade-off between ECPS-simulation scalability and correctness of verification methods, statistical model checking has been
employed to formally verify ECPS [21].
In addition, Shoukry et al. [109] tackled another important problem related to ECPS: security. Indeed, the essence of ECPS claims
for sophisticated interfacing (e.g., sensors and network connections),
which normally leads to security issues [110], given that wrong control actions can be generated through corrupted measurements. The
mentioned authors proposed a methodology for estimating physicalsystem state, through formal methods, even if sensor inputs are
contaminated with erroneous or intentionally corrupted data, in order
to still be able to execute suitable control commands. As a result,
those authors focused their effort on ensuring system’s availability,
integrity, and confidentiality. In this respect, the Science of Sensor Systems Software (S4) project∗ brings together researchers to
develop new methods, algorithms and tools for sensor system software, which allows one to increase the system’s reliability of the
ever-expanding networks of sensors, in ECPS.
Choo et al. [111] also raised new challenges regarding ECPS,
mainly focused on privacy and security, which must operate in sensitive environments. Towards that, Illiano, Muños-Gonzáles, and
Lupu [112] proposed a wavelet-based approach that is able to
identify malicious data injection (providing counteract), in wireless sensor networks, and distinguish them from faulty behaviors.
Cyber-security is also a concern of Fiore et al., who aim to ensure
secure-state estimation of UAV systems under sparse attacks [113].
Indeed, many situations can be regarded as satisfiability problems
and solved, for instance, with approaches based on SMT [114–
116], which indicate many links with other research areas and might
lead to a unified approach regarding system verification, security
enforcement, and interaction handling.
In summary, one may notice from what was explained that ECPS
present high verification-complexity, due to their size and intricacy.
As a consequence, the chosen techniques should aim for coverage,
while minimizing computational efforts, and also consider aggregate
effects, as a means to systemic evaluation. Again, Sim3Tanks, in
Section 2.3, is an elucidating example, given that its structure can be
easily expanded, when dealing with professional or industrial systems, which would soon raise scalability concerns, and its aggregate
effects regarding interaction with stored fluid can compromise the
entire system operation and must be taken into account during its

∗ http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/research/S4/
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verification. In that sense, one should focus on accurate system models allied to restricted state space exploration, which could be done,
for instance, through symbolic verification and its companion techniques (e.g., abstract interpretation). The next sections address them,
in an attempt to devise new paths for ECPS verification.
4.1

Bounded Model Checking (BMC)

Bounded Model Checking (BMC) based on SAT was originally proposed to verify hardware designs and then alleviate the state-space
explosion problem by BDD-based procedures [102, 117]. Indeed,
Biere et al. were able to successfully verify large digital circuits with
approximately 9510 latches and 9499 inputs, leading to BMC formulae with 4 × 106 variables and 1.2 × 107 clauses to be checked
by standard SAT solvers. BMC based on SMT [118], in turn, was
originally proposed to deal with increasing software verification
complexity [119]. In general, BMC techniques aim to check violations of a given (safety) property at a given system depth, as shown
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Bounded Model Checking (BMC).
In order to formulate the BMC problem, let M be an abstract
machine that represents a state transition system according to
Definition 3.
Definition 3. A state transition system, denoted by M , is defined by
a triple (S, R, S0 ), where S represents the set of states, R ⊆ S × S
represents the set of transitions (i.e., pairs of states specifying how
the system can move from state to state), and S0 ⊆ S represents the
set of initial states.
Indeed, given a transition system M, which is derived from the
control-flow graph of a program, a property φ, which represents program correctness and/or a system’s behavior, and an iteration bound
k, which limits loop unrolling, data structures, and context-switches,
BMC techniques thus unfold a system k times, in order to convert it
into a verification condition ψ, which is expressed in propositional
logic or in a decidable-fragment of first-order logic, such that ψ is
satisfiable if and only if φ has a counterexample of depth less than
or equal to k. The propositional problem associated with SAT-based
BMC is formulated by constructing [117]

ψk = I (s0 ) ∧

k−1
^

R (si , si+1 ) ∧ ¬φk .

(16)

i=0

Here, φk represents a safety property φ in step k, I is the set of
initial states of M , and R (si , si+1 ) is the transition relation of M
V
at time steps i and i + 1. Hence, the equation k−1
i=0 R (si , si+1 )
represents the set of all executions of M of length k and ¬φk
means the condition that shows φ is violated in state k, which is
reached by a bounded execution of M of length k. Finally, the
resulting (bit-vector) equation is translated into conjunctive normal
form, in linear time, and passed to a SAT solver (if (16) is encoded
into propositional logic) or SMT solver (if (16) is encoded into a
decidable-fragment of first-order logic) for checking satisfiability.
One may notice that Eq. (16) can be used to check safety properties [120]. Liveness properties (e.g., starvation and deadlock) that
contain the LTL operator F are checked by encoding ¬φk in a loop,
within a bounded execution of length at most k, such that φ is violated in any state in a loop [102, 121]. In that case, Eq. 16 can be
rewritten as
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ψk = I (s0 ) ∧

k−1
^
i=0

R (si , si+1 ) ∧

k
_

!
¬φi

,

(17)

i=0

where φi is the propositional variable φ at time step i. Thus, this
equation can be satisfied if and only if, for some i (i ≤ k), there
exists a reachable state at time step i in which φ is violated. Indeed,
Eq. (17) differs slightly from (16), because it represents a violation
of length k or less to the considered and safety property, while (16)
represents a violation of exactly length k. It means that if a system
deadlocks in l ≤ k steps and the respective cause is at step j ≤ l,
then formula (16) turns out to be unsatisfiable and therefore it will
not detect such an error.
One may notice that BMC analyzes only bounded program runs,
but generates verification conditions (VCs) that reflect the exact path
in which a statement is executed, the context in which a given function is called, and the bit-accurate representation of expressions.
A verification condition is a logical formula (constructed from a
bounded program and desired correctness properties), whose validity
implies that a program’s behavior agrees with its specification [22].
Correctness properties, in programs, can be specified by users via
assert statements or automatically generated from a specification
language [122]. If all of a bounded program’s VCs are valid, then
it is in compliance with its specification, up to a given bound.
As an example, one may consider a simple C program (slightly
modified from [123]) with an exponential number of paths, as shown
in Fig. 5(a). The corresponding C program, in single static assignment (SSA) form [124], is shown in Fig. 5(b). The SSA form is
an intermediate representation, which is used by compilers to facilitate optimizations and transformations of source code. The common
property in SSA form is that every variable state has only one
definition in a program text, which is achieved by introducing a
fresh variable from an original name (e.g., with a subscript), at every
assignment, such that there is an unique left-hand side for each new
state, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
Apart from that, this program has an exponential number of paths,
since each element of x can be either greater than one or less than
or equal to one. Despite the large number of paths through that program, BMC unwinds it up to a bound k and translates it into a VC
ψ, such that ψ is satisfiable if and only if the assertion a <= N
fails. One may also notice that BMC still encodes program stages
with a size that grows linearly with N . More precisely, the program
in Fig. 5(a) is converted into ψ, through a decidable fragment of
first-order logic [22], as





ψ := 




a1 = N
∧ a2 = ite (x[0] > 1, a1 − 1, a1 )
∧ a3 = ite (x[1] > 1, a2 − 1, a2 )
∧ a4 = ite (x[2] > 1, a3 − 1, a3 )
∧...
∧ aN +1 = ite (x[N − 1] > 1, aN − 1, aN )
∧¬ (aN +1 ≤ N )






.




(18)

The ternary operator f ? t1 : t2 , shown in Fig. 5(b), is converted
into the conditional expression ite(f, t1 , t2 ) that takes as its first
argument the Boolean formula f and, depending on its value, selects
either the second (i.e., t1 ) or the third argument (i.e., t2 ). In order
to verify that the assertion a <= N holds, its negation is added
to ψ and a check is performed, regarding whether the entire formula is satisfiable, through an off-the-self SMT solver. Formula (18)
can be represented simply as a Boolean logic circuit, which can be
further transformed into a (equisatisfiable) conjunctive-normal-form
formula over propositional variables, by Tseitin’s transform [125], in
linear time, and also by introducing at most a linear number of fresh
variables; however, checking validity of a first-order logic formula,
in a given background theory, is an N P-complete problem [126].
From the practical point of view, SAT- or SMT-based BMC procedures have been successfully applied to verify a large number of
hardware and software systems, including digital circuits and singleand multi-threaded programs. Those BMC techniques were able to
find subtle bugs in real digital and embedded software systems, as
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1

# i n c l u d e < a s s e r t . h>

1

# i n c l u d e < a s s e r t . h>

2

i n t x [N] , a ;

2

i n t main ( v o i d ) {

3

...

3

f l o a t x =2;

4

i n t main ( v o i d ) {

4

while (∗) {

5

a=N ;

5

6

f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i <N ; i ++){

6

i f ( x [ i ] >1){

7

8

return 0;

Fig. 6: Motivating example for inductive invariants.

}

11

}

12

}

(a)
1

a1 = N

2

a2 = ( x [ 0 ] > 1 ) ? a1 − 1 : a1

3

a3 = ( x [ 1 ] > 1 ) ? a2 − 1 : a2

4

a4 = ( x [ 2 ] > 1 ) ? a3 − 1 : a3

5

...

6

}

a s s e r t ( a <=N ) ;

9
10

13

return 0;

7

a −−;

8

x = ((2∗ x) − 1);
}

to check the corresponding VCs, i.e., invariance cannot determine
induction of a non-inductive assertion [22].
For instance, one may consider the C-code fragment shown in
Fig. 6, where the star-notation indicates non-determinism. In addition, suppose that one wants to prove that P : x > 0 is invariant and,
in order to do that, induction can be applied:
• It holds initially, because

x
= 2}
| {z

initial condition

an +1 = ( x [N− 1] > 1 ) ? an − 1 : an

=⇒ x > 0;
| {z }
P

• Whenever P holds for k loop unwindings, it also holds for k + 1
steps, given that
(b)
Fig. 5: (a) A simple C program with a loop for. (b) The
corresponding unwound C program of (a) converted into SSA form.
reported in the available literature [127–131]. Nonetheless, the main
criticism with respect to BMC techniques relies on completeness,
since they are able to prove system correctness only if an upper
bound k is known, i.e., a bound that unfolds all loops and recursive
functions to their maximum possible depths.
Due to that limitation, BMC tools are typically susceptible to
exhaustion of time or memory limits, when checking complex
circuit-implementations or programs with loops, whose bounds are
too large or cannot be statically determined. Indeed, such an issue
has pushed researchers to overcome the depth limitation and propose extensions capable of proving global correctness. In particular,
two possible strategies can be adopted, in order to prove properties
through traditional BMC: (i) compute the completeness threshold,
which can be smaller than or equal to the maximum number of loopiterations occurring in a program, or (ii) determine the high-level
worst-case execution time (WCET), which also gives a bound on
the maximum number of loop-iterations [102, 132, 133]. Nonetheless, in practice, complex software systems involve large data-paths
and complex expressions. Therefore, verification conditions that
arise from BMC of programs become harder to solve and require
substantial amounts of memory to build. Finally, another strategy,
which is based on complementary analyzes beyond basic BMC, consists in using a companion technique, with the potential to fill the
gap between the adopted depth and all subsequent ones, such as
induction, which is explained below [134, 135].
4.2

Induction-based Verification of C Programs

One promising approach to achieve completeness, in BMC techniques, is to prove that an invariant (assertion) is k-inductive [134,
135]; however, the main challenge regarding such an approach relies
on computing and strengthening inductive invariants from programs.
In particular, loop invariants, which are computed from programs
under verification, must be inductive (and not just invariant), in order
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x > 0 ∧ x = 2 ∧ x0 = 2 ∗ x − 1 =⇒ x0 > 0 .
| {z } |
| {z }
{z
}
P

transition relation

P’

If we consider the IEEE floating-point standard (IEEE 754) [136,
137], then invariant x > 0 initially holds; however, after 128 loop
iterations (lines 4-6 of Fig. 6), an overflow occurs, whose numerical
behavior is then determined by the standard IEEE 754. Nonetheless,
this invariant is not inductive, given that x > 0 before an initial iteration does not ensure that x > 0 after each iteration. In particular, if
we initially assign x = 0.9, then, after the fourth iteration, x < 0. As
a consequence, even if invariant generation procedures successfully
compute such assertions, which are indeed invariant, those must be
inductive, so that k-induction verifiers can automatically prove correctness. In that specific example, an inductive invariant would be
x > 1, given that if x > 1 before the initial iteration, then also x > 1
after k iterations.
There are several invariant-generation algorithms that discover
linear and polynomial relations among integer and real variables,
in order to provide loop invariants and also discover the memory “shape”, in programming languages with pointers [138, 139].
The current literature also reports successful applications of kinduction based verification algorithms for hardware and software
systems, using invariant generation and strengthening, mostly based
on interval analysis [140].
Novel verification algorithms for proving correctness of (a large
set of) C programs, by mathematical induction and in a completely
automatic way (i.e., users do not need to provide loop invariants),
were recently proposed [140–144]. Additionally, k-induction based
verification was also applied to ensure that (restricted) C programs
(1) do not contain violations related to data races [145], considering
the Cell BE processor, and (2) do respect time constraints, which
are specified during system design phases [134]. Apart from that,
k-induction is also a well-established technique in hardware verification, where it is easily applied, due to the monolithic transition
relation present in such designs [134, 135, 146].
It is worth noticing that k-induction with invariants has the potential to be directly integrated into existing BMC approaches, given
that the induction algorithm itself can be seen as an extension after
k unwindings and it is possible to generate program invariants with
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other software modules, which are then translated and instrumented
into an input program [144].
Nonetheless, there is little evidence, in the available literature, that
model checking hardware and software systems through k-induction
(and invariants) can be efficiently exploited in ECPS verification
and synthesis. That happens due to the distinctive characteristics
mentioned earlier, which influence ECPS developments and also
verification processes. Additionally, there is still a lack of studies
for software verifiers to exploit the combination and configuration of different invariant generation and strengthening algorithms,
including analysis to discover linear inequalities, polynomial equalities and inequalities, and invariants related to memory and variable
aliasing [22].
4.3

R

x > 0 ∧ x = ∗ ∧ x0 = 2 ∗ x − 1 =⇒
6
x > 0.
| {z } |
| {z }
{z
}
P

transition relation

P’

In this specific example, a CTI returned by an SMT solver is x = 0.
If this state is not eliminated, then the invariant P cannot be established. The generated inductive assertion should establish that the
CTI x = 0 is unreachable and if no such inductive assertion exists,
then other CTIs can be examined instead (e.g., 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9).
As a result, the lemmas should be strong enough that consecutively
revisiting a finite set of CTIs will eventually end up in an assertion, which is inductive relative to them, thus eliminating the CTI. In
this example, instance x > 1 is inductive and eliminates all possible
CTIs.
Jovanović et al. [150] presented a reformulation of IC3, by separating reachability checking from inductive reasoning. The authors
further replace the regular induction algorithm by the k-induction
one and show that it provides more concise invariants. Those authors
implemented the mentioned algorithm in the SALLY model checker
using Yices2, in order to perform a forward search, and MathSAT5,
which executes a backward search. They showed that new algorithm
is able to solve a number of real-world benchmarks, at least as fast
as other approaches.
Craig Interpolation

Another feasible alternative to prove properties in BMC is to compute Craig interpolants for inconsistent pairs (or more generally,
sets) of formulae [151, 152]. This alternative approach exploits the
SAT/SMT solvers’ ability to produce refutations, i.e., proofs regarding the nonexistence of counterexamples of depth less than or equal
to k, which do not ensure whether a given property holds, but contain
information about reachable states of a model.
Definition 4. Given a pair of formulae (A, B), such that A ∧ B is
inconsistent, and a proof by resolution for (A, B), an interpolant for
(A, B) is a formula F with the following properties [151, 152]:
• A ⇒ F;
• F ∧ B is unsatisfiable;
• F expressed only over the common variables (non-logical symbols) of A and B.
As an example, consider A = (x1 ∧ x2 ) and B = (¬x2 ∧ x3 ).
Given that (x1 ∧ x2 ) must imply F (or simply that ¬x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ F
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A

Property Directed Reachability (or IC3)

Bradley et al. introduced the “property directed reachability” (or
IC3) procedure for the safety verification of systems [147, 148]
and have shown that IC3 can scale on certain benchmarks, where
k-induction fails to succeed. In particular, the success of IC3 over
k-induction procedures is due to the ability of the former to guide
the search for inductive instances with counterexamples regarding
inductiveness (CTIs) of a given property [149].
One may consider again the C-code fragment shown in Fig. 6,
where P : x > 0 is an invariant.

4.4

hold) and F ∧ ¬x2 ∧ x3 must be unsatisfiable, one possible interpolant for the given pair of formulae (A, B) is F = x2 , since x2 is
a common part of both A and B.
The use of interpolants allows us to define a complete method for
finite-state reachability analysis based on SAT and SMT solvers. In
order to show how BMC and interpolation can be combined, we refer
to Section 4.1, where we define Eq. (16) and the terms I, R, and φ.
Now, suppose that Q = I and Eq. (16) is partitioned, so that the set
of initial states I and the first instance of the transition relation R are
in set A, while the remaining instances of R and the property φ are
in set B, as shown in Fig. 7 (note that k is unknown).
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Fig. 7: Computing image by interpolation [151].
Suppose that we use an SMT solver to prove that the A ∧ B is
unsatisfiable, i.e., we use an SMT solver to conclude that there is no
satisfying assignment to A ∧ B.∗ The internal steps performed by
SMT solvers for reaching this conclusion can be used to construct a
proof of unsatisfiability Π, from which we can derive an interpolant
F for the pair of formulae (A, B), i.e., F = interpolant (Π, A, B).
According to Definition 4, A must imply F and since we defined A
to be the set of initial states and the first instance of R (i.e., from
Fig. 7, A = s0 ∧ s1 ), it follows that F is true in every state reachable
from the initial state, in one step. In other words, we can say that F
is an over-approximation of the forward image of I [151, 152]. Also
according to Definition 4, the formula F ∧ B must be unsatisfiable
(from Fig. 7, B = s2 ∧ s3 ∧ . . . ∧ sk ), which means that there is no
state satisfying F that can reach a final state sk . After computing
F , we then check whether F implies Q. If F implies Q, then no
reachable state can satisfy the property φ and we can thus conclude
that the property holds; however, since F is an approximation, we
can falsely conclude that the final state is reachable. In this case, we
update Q = F ∨ Q and A = F ∧ R0 , increase the value of k + 1,
and check whether A ∧ B is unsatisfiable. If A ∧ B is satisfiable,
we have found a valid counter-example (i.e., a path from the initial
state to the final one); otherwise, we compute the interpolant F =
interpolant (Π, A, B) again and check whether F implies Q. This
procedure is stopped when we have found a valid counterexample or
proved that the final state is not reachable (i.e., the property holds).
The details of the algorithm and further information about the use of
interpolants, in model checking, can be found in [151, 152].
4.5

Abstraction

Apart from recent advances in automated symbolic verification,
the number of functions implemented by current ECPS is growing
considerably, which makes design verification using state-of-the-art
symbolic verification techniques (e.g., BMC, k-induction and IC3)
more difficult. One possible alternative is to divide them in sets and
attack isolated modules; however, inter-dependency also increases,
which makes such an approach unfeasible. Another viable and more
elegant strategy to scale those verification techniques is to combine
them with some sort of abstraction, in order to remove irrelevant
detail and reduce model size [153].
In this respect, predicate abstraction has been successfully used
in software verification, by large organizations, e.g., SLAM at
Microsoft, which is a tool to automatically check device drivers for
certain errors [154]. The key idea of predicate abstraction is to only
track predicates on data and remove variables from models, with the

∗ Note

that if at any stage we can satisfy the property φ within k steps from

the initial state, then we have found a counterexample.
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goal of pruning state spaces; however, predicate abstraction mostly
works with control-flow dominated properties, which compromises
ECPS verification. Another successful example of predicate abstraction is SATABS [155], which implements counterexample-guided
abstraction refinement (CEGAR) based on SAT solvers, in order to
verify single- and multi-threaded software with shared variables. In
CEGAR, an initial abstract model is automatically produced from
control structures of a program to be verified. Abstract models can
admit erroneous (or “spurious”) counterexamples, but every single
counterexample is analyzed and its abstract model is correspondingly refined, in order to remove unintended behavior incorrectly
added during an abstraction process.
Abstract interpretation is another useful formal analysis technique, which soundly approximates semantics of programs [156].
It can infer invariants about program behavior, by means of interval, which computes the maximum and minimum value of a given
program variable (e.g., a < x < b): octagons, which computes some
relation among the program variables (e.g., x < a, x − y < b), and
convex polyhedral, which computes a full relation among the program variables (e.g., ax + by < c). A number of tools exists to discover linear/polynomial relations among integer and real variables
and then infer loop invariants [138, 139]. Additionally, the combination of invariant generation tools with symbolic model checking,
for computing pre- and post-conditions, has also been reported in
literature, with successful applications to verify safety properties
in (embedded) software systems [140, 144, 157]. Astrée [158],
PolySpace [159], and Frama-C [160] are the most successful implementations of the abstract interpretation technique; in particular,
Astrée and PolySpace have been successfully used to prove absence
of run-time errors, in real-world flight control software. Although
those software verifiers scale relatively well for large code bases,
their main drawback is that they usually provide false alarms, due to
over-approximation of possible program executions.
4.6

Path-based Symbolic Execution

Path-based symbolic execution is another verification technique for
addressing the complexity of checking large software systems with
a particular focus on path exploration, i.e.,, all possible paths in a
program are enumerated and individually checked [161]. On the one
hand, path-based symbolic execution seems to be similar to BMC,
since it will symbolically explore state-spaces, generate (path) constraints, and then check for satisfiability of program assertions. On
the other hand, when a branch is found, while a BMC tool evaluates
both branch sides (i.e., true and false) and merges states after that
branch, a symbolic executor primarily explores each branch, separately, thereby making a copy (i.e., forking) of the current state.
This process will happen for every branch in a program, until either
an assertion violation is reached or all paths have been systematically explored. Similar to BMC, a model is generated, if a formula
is satisfiable and a test case can be produced.
If the constraints for a given path are unsatisfiable, then a symbolic executor backtracks to the last visited branch, by removing
every constraint added, when evaluating the unsatisfiable side of that
branch, and explores the other side of it. One may notice that path
exploration grows exponentially, with the number of branches; in literature, it is often referred to as path explosion. Path-based symbolic
execution tools, as KLEE [162], employ several optimizations to
prune the number of paths being explored, thereby caching previous
queries and checking whether branch path constraints are satisfiable,
before exploring them.
One notable advantage of symbolic executors, over BMC tools,
is that the former can be used for coverage test generation. Recent
results of software testing competitions do not lead to favorable
assessment of BMC tools, over path-based symbolic execution tools,
in order to produce test cases for achieving coverage∗ . Path-based
symbolic execution tools explore state-spaces by using a depth-first

∗ https://test-comp.sosy-lab.org/2019/results/

results-verified/
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search (DFS) algorithm, while a test case can be generated for each
path of a program: every time a final state is reached, the underlying
SMT solver can be queried for a model that satisfies all constraints in
that particular path [163]. BMC tools, however, explore state-spaces
by using a breath-first search (BFS) algorithm, so using it for coverage test generation is trickier, since many different paths can be
evaluated, in a single run, and only one of them will be returned, if a
bug is found.

5
SAT- and SMT-based Synthesis for
Cyber-Physical Systems
5.1

Control Synthesis of Cyber-physical Systems

Control synthesis for ECPS consists in finding a controller or an
invariant control law C, such that a closed-loop system composed
of (C, Ω) satisfies every property L ∈ Φ.
A possible approach to synthesize reliable ECPS is Counterexample Guided Inductive Synthesis (CEGIS) [164]. Its key idea is
the definition (by a user) of a set of safe states, i.e., the specification of Φ, as well as a generic template τ for a control system
that must satisfy such a specification, and then iteratively refine
parameter values through counterexamples, until a final implementation is achieved. Then, a CEGIS engine computes values for the
unknown symbols of the chosen template, which hold for Φ [165].
In particular, it splits the parameter-synthesis problem into simpler
steps, which are then treated by SMT or SAT solvers. Abate et
al. [9, 166] presented a method for synthesizing stable controllers
that are suitable to continuous plants given as transfer functions [9]
and state-space representations [166], which exploits bit-accurate
verification of software implemented in digital microcontrollers [96,
105, 106], while the resulting systems must ensure non-fragile
stability [9] and safety [166]. Indeed, they provide two complementary approaches based on CEGIS: one computes a completeness
threshold k and then checks correctness over k time steps, in a multistaged approach, i.e., the adopted depth bounds the entire symbolic
verification process, while the other relies on a conforming abstraction of a system’s continuous dynamics, at specific times. Ravanbakhsh and Sankaranarayanan [167, 168] also employed CEGIS
based on the Lyapunov’s function, in order to ensure robust reachwhile-stay property (i.e., a safety specification) [168] and non-zeno
behavior [167]. Although non-linear solvers constitute a bottleneck
for those schemes, regarding computation complexity, the iterative
nature of CEGIS approaches may be explored, in order to create
trade-off points. CEGIS was also employed to synthesize model
predictive controllers for a wide variety of applications, e.g., heating ventilation and air conditioning systems, autonomous vehicles
control, and aircraft electric power system [116].
The examples above showed promising techniques based on
CEGIS, which may or already benefit from its iterative behavior.
Indeed, convergence may be promptly achieved or even further oriented, if additional processing steps are placed between consecutive
runs. In addition, CEGIS is an important, but not the unique, example of symbolic control synthesis for ECPS. The main advantage of
using symbolic synthesis techniques (e.g., SMT- and SAT-based) is
the possibility of encoding (via logic formulae) reachability/safety
specifications on original concrete systems, which breaks a complex synthesis procedure into smaller steps, as already mentioned.
Indeed, there are many studies [55, 169–178] on symbolic control
synthesis for ECPS, available in literature, which show the importance and flexibility of such a technique. For instance, Zamani,
van de Wouw, and Majumdar [174] tackled incremental stability,
through incremental Lyapunov functions and contraction metrics,
and proposed a technique suitable to a larger classes of control systems, which enforces incremental input-to-state stability rather than
input-to-state convergence. Indeed, incremental Lyapunov functions
favored the construction of finite bi-similar abstractions for incrementally stable closed-loop control systems, which is an interesting
result that reinforces combination between abstraction and control
system properties.
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A common procedure for controller synthesis for ECPS is based
on finite-state approximations of infinite-states systems, i.e., using
hybrid automata. Such an approach allows fully automated synthesis
of control systems for ECPS, which ensures complex-specifications
realization; however, the main weakness of this approach is that
it often produces complex controllers with high implementation
cost. In order to avoid that problem, refined controllers have been
proposed, which aim to provide some invariant properties for closeloop systems, e.g., safety [178–180], reachability [176, 181], stability [171, 175], and safety/reachability properties, considering
quantization effects [182].
5.2 Program Synthesis via Counter-Example Guided
Inductive Synthesis (CEGIS)
The basic idea of program synthesis is to automatically construct a
program P that satisfies a correctness specification σ. In particular,
program synthesis is automatically performed by engines that use a
correctness specification σ, as starting point, and then incrementally
produce a sequence of candidate solutions that satisfy σ [9, 183]. As
a result, a given candidate program p is iteratively refined, in order to
match σ more closely. Counter-Example Guided Inductive Synthesis
(CEGIS) represents one of the most popular approaches to program
synthesis that are currently used in practice [183], whose basic architecture is shown in Fig. 8 and has close connections to algorithmic
debugging using counterexamples and abstraction refinement [184].
The correctness specification σ provided to a program synthesizer
~ .∀~x.σ(~
~ ), where F
~ ranges over functions, ~
is of the form ∃F
x, F
x
ranges over ground terms, and σ is a quantifier-free formula typically
supported by SMT solvers. The ground terms are interpreted over
some finite domain D, where D can be encoded using the SMT’s
bit-vectors part. The phases S YNTHESIZE and V ERIFY, in Fig. 8,
interact via a finite set of test vectors INPUTS that is incrementally
updated. Given the correctness specification σ, the S YNTHESIZE
~ satisfying the specprocedure tries to find an existential witness F
~ ), for all ~
ification σ(~x, F
x in INPUTS (as opposed to all ~
x ∈ D). If
~ , the latter is a canSYNTHESIZE succeeds in finding a witness F
didate solution to the full synthesis formula, which is passed to
~
VERIFY , in order to check whether it is a proper solution (i.e., F
~
satisfies the specification σ(~
x, F ) for all ~
x ∈ D). If this is the case,
then the algorithm terminates; otherwise, additional information is
provided to the phase SYNTHESIZE, in the form of a new counterexample that is added to the INPUTS set and the loop iterates again.

and refined information to the latter, according to specification σ and
domain D, in order to speed-up convergence to a final candidate.
Nowadays, program synthesis engines that implement the CEGIS
approach [185] can automatically produce solutions for a large variety of specifications, due to the combination of automated testing,
genetic algorithms, and SMT-based automated reasoning [186].
CEGIS for ECPS: A typical synthesizer for ECPS controllers iterates between two main phases, an inductive synthesis one, that is,
SYNTHESIZE, and a validation one, that is, VERIFY [187]. The two
phases interact via a finite set of test vectors, which is updated incrementally. Given an ECPS specification (e.g., stability and safety),
a inductive synthesis procedure tries to find a candidate solution
satisfying that specification, for the given set of test inputs. If the
synthesis phase succeeds in finding a witness, then the latter is a
candidate solution for the full synthesis formula. This candidate is
passed to the validation phase, which checks whether it is a proper
solution (i.e., it satisfies the specification for all possible inputs). If
that is the case, then the algorithm terminates; otherwise, additional
information is provided to the inductive synthesis phase, in the form
of a new counterexample, C-ex, which is added to the set of test
inputs, and the loop iterates again.
One possible architecture for a synthesizer is presented in Fig. 9,
considering stability and safety specifications. It starts by devising
a digital controller, through inductive synthesis, that stabilizes the
physical model, while remaining safe for a pre-selected time horizon
(k) and a single initial state. Then, it employs a multi-staged verification process, as follows. (i) The first verification stage (SAFETY)
checks if the candidate solution, which we synthesized to be safe for
at least one initial state, is safe for all possible initial states, i.e., it
does not reach an unsafe state within k steps. The tentative system is
unfolded k steps and we check if the target safety specification holds
for any initial state, according to Algorithm 1. (ii) The second verification stage (PRECISION) restores soundness with respect to plant
precision, by using interval arithmetic [188] to validate operations
performed by the previous stage. (iii) The third verification stage
(COMPLETE) checks if k is large enough to ensure safety for any
k0 >k, where k is computed to ensured k≥k for the current candidate
controller [166], i.e., k is at least the number of iterations required to
sufficiently unwind the closed-loop state-space model, such that the
boundaries are not violated for any larger number of iterations.

ALGORITHM 1: Safety check
Function Safety check begin
Check if input is bounded
for All possible initial states do
for All time steps until k do
Compute system evolution
Check if a safe state was achieved
end
end
end

Fig. 8: Counter-Example Guided Inductive Synthesis (CEGIS).
One may notice that each iteration of the CEGIS loop adds a
new input to the finite set INPUTS, which is then used for synthesis. Given that the full set of inputs D is finite, this means that the
refinement loop can only iterate over a finite number of times; however, D can represent a large number of elements for the finite set
INPUTS . In order to avoid exploring all possible values, machine
learning techniques can be used in the phase SYNTHESIZE, with the
goal of learning from experience (input-output samples), i.e., learning from counterexamples provided by a verification oracle [184]. In
addition to that, a pre-processing stage could also figure as another
block in the scheme shown in Fig. 8, between VERIFY and SYN THESIZE, which would process counterexamples and provide larger
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As a real example, it is interesting to revisit system Sim3Tanks,
which was presented in Section 2.3. Through the CEGIS approach
presented by Abate et al. [9, 166], an iterative design would then be
performed, where candidates are generated and then verified, based
on properties φ1 , φ2 , φ3 , and φ4 . As already mentioned, the first
three are related to safety, regarding fluid height in tanks, while the
latter is related to liveness, in such a way that flow Q3 follows a
desired form. Indeed, checking the latter is a little bit more intricate,
given that the it must comply with a (possibly dynamic) form for k
steps and is highly dependent on the aggregate effects of that system,
which includes reservoir and fluid characteristics. As a consequence,
introducing a suitable model, which could be used both in the verification and also in an additional pre-processing step, is a interesting
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cycle, timing, stability, or minimum phase. As a result, its verification process is started and design parameters are checked as system
properties: if there is no property violation, its verification result is
“successful”; otherwise, “failed” is returned, together with a counterexample. Based on the latter, other implementations can then be
tried, by a designer, in other to avoid failure, in an iterative way.
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Fig. 9: CEGIS with multi-staged verification for ECPS.

strategy. In the former, a verifier would check if Q3 follows zref
and, in the latter, a processing and tuning stage would provide refined
information aligned with the mentioned system model, in such a way
that the synthesis step would converge toward a viable solution, in
a system sense. Finally, the verification step could also include a
desirable range for Q3 , instead of am exact curve.
5.3 Incorporating System Models to Automated Verification
and Synthesis Procedures
Currently, SMT-based BMC approaches check code properties
in real programs, which basically address programming-language
issues and general correctness, without taking into account target
applications or system behavior. Such a statement is important,
since, as already mentioned, many system features are being moved
to software domain, which then requires schemes that do not only
check if source code is correctly written, but also if it will properly
respond in real environments or under external problems or corrupted data. For instance, the anti-lock braking system software of
a vehicle model can be bug free, but it may not work correctly if a
sensor is damaged or even intentionally tampered [109].
Indeed, research in software verification is now incorporating
such considerations, during checking processes, and some schemes
already use knowledge about the system to be verified and the underlying hardware. Recently, a verification tool for digital systems was
proposed, which is called digital system verifier (DSVerifier) [105]
and is able to aid engineers to check overflow, limit cycle, output error, timing, stability, and minimum phase, considering FWL
effects. Additionally, DSVerifier checks closed-loop systems with
uncertain models considering FWL effects, which are typically represented as hybrid systems, i.e., the controller is digital, but the
controlled agent (plant) is a physical and continuous system [96].
That ultimately leads to the use of analog-to-digital (A/D) converters, which are one of the most important aspects to be considered,
given that data loss (quantization) is inevitable. As a consequence,
verification procedures have to consider the interaction between a
continuous plant and a digital (and sampled) controller with FWL
effects, which can be connected using different control system configurations. Additionally, the latter may present a different behavior,
regarding what was specified in analog domain, due to the inherent
discrete-time operation.
DSVerifier is actually a front-end for internal modules
of the Efficient SMT-Based Context-Bounded Model Checker
(ESBMC) [131], with the goal of converting digital system specifications into C syntax containing representation format, realization
structure, and configuration parameters, in order to use the entire
ESBMC’s verification chain. Its verification methodology is shown
in Fig. 10, which starts with a digital system design step that can
be done through traditional techniques available in literature. Then,
some implementation parameters must be defined, in the second and
third steps, which are finite word-length format (fixed-point representation), dynamic range, and realization form, including direct and
delta forms. Following that, other hardware and verification parameters are fed to its engine, which includes number of bits, verification
time, and property to be checked, the latter being overflow, limit
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Fig. 10: DSVerifier’s verification methodology.
In summary, DSVerifier is a useful test tool regarding ECPS,
which takes into account different representations (e.g., transferfunction and state-space), realization forms (e.g., direct, delta, and
transposed forms), and other implementation restrictions, in order to
explore design spaces. It has been already applied to real-world cases
and scenarios, mainly regarding digital filters [105] and controllers
[70], while tackling many different representation formats, implementations structures, and safety properties. Finally, if a system’s
requirements are not met with a given configuration, an analysis
of the provided error report may suggest another setup, which can
even be incorporated into a given system development procedure, by
providing both system verification and model refinement.
In this respect, DSVerifier has been extended to automatically
synthesize digital stabilizing controllers for continuous plants represented as transfer functions or state-space equations [9, 166]. In
particular, a CEGIS-based approach, implemented in a tool called
digital system synthesizer (DSSynth), uses inductive synthesis in
conjunction with the DSVerifier’s algorithm for verifying robust
closed-loop stability that addresses plant variations as interval sets,
as well as FWL uncertainties in digital controllers. DSSynth is able
to successfully synthesize stable digital controllers for a set of intricate plant models, taken from the control literature, within minutes.
The DSSynth’s synthesis process is shown in Fig. 11. The first three
steps are performed by users and are also similar to what is already
done by DSVerifier, while the next three ones are automatically performed, which result in a non-deterministic model for representing a
plant family, a function to compute controller parameters, and ANSIC code for representing a digital system implementation, including
a specification for the property to be checked, respectively, which
is then used as input for its CEGIS engine. After a synthesis procedure, stability of closed-loop control systems are checked, while
considering fragility aspects, such as FWL problems and uncertainty
in plant models. Nonetheless, system correction is of paramount
importance and, even with such a synthesizing tool, a final verification procedure should be executed, with the goal of ensuring that
the generated solution still complies with the provided specs and
other issues, which may have not been initially tackled and have the
potential to compromise system reliability, are not present.
Apart from the control system domain, Scratch is another example software model-checking tool, which uses knowledge about the
system to be verified and the underlying hardware, with the goal of
detecting races related to direct memory access (DMA) regarding
scratchpad memory, in the Cell BE processor [145]. That tool also
uses SAT-based BMC, in order to detect DMA races, and SAT-based
BMC with k-induction, which aims to prove the absence of them.
Scratch uses four variables for tracking DMA operations, i.e., valid,
which is true if a DMA operation is tracked, addr, sz and tag, which
represent address, size and tag of a pending DMA operation, on
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Fig. 12: Verification methodologies for embedded systems.

Fig. 11: DSSynth’s synthesis methodology.
instrumented programs, where a given DMA operation is compared
with all previous ones. For instance, one might consider an operation get(l, h, s, t) that transfers data of s contiguous bytes, from
region h, to local memory region l, while identified by tag t dependent on the processor’s word-size. Scratch would then replaces such
an operation with
•
•
•
•

assert((unsigned)t < ws && (unsigned)s < max);
assert(!valid || l + s <= addr || addr + sz <= s);
memset(l, ∗, s);
if (∗){valid = true; addr = l; sz = s; tag = t; }.

Such statements ensure that parameters are within a hardware’s
range, check if two DMA operations do not race, model generic
transfers, and update variables for a new operation, respectively.
Indeed, all operations supported by the Cell architecture could
be similarly encoded. If support to other DMA operations were
added, Scratch could be adapted to different architectures, i.e., the
same techniques would be employed, but with a different system
behavior/knowledge.
One may also notice that such a paradigm, i.e., verification and
synthesis based on an expected system behavior, is not restricted to
digital filters and controllers or DMA races, but it can also be applied
to possibly any real system, as long as the desired behavior can be
expressed as properties in BMC frameworks. For instance, regarding self-driving cars, an important property could be the detection of
pedestrians, animals, bicycles, or any obstacle present on urban and
rural roads. Indeed, bicycles are considered one of the most difficult
problems, due to their myriad of possible shape and colors [189]. In
addition, the mentioned problem is closely related to machine learning, from which refinement strategies can be devised, incorporated
to BMC approaches [190], and directly applied to ECPS verification.
In summary, current approaches already tackle ECPS characteristics (e.g., interaction with real world entities and digital processing),
which are included in verification and synthesis methodologies.
Finally, the final complement may come from ML techniques, which
have the potential to fill gaps (e.g., lack of complete models including non-determinism), bridge tools and models (e.g., analog and
digital domains in ECPS and verification schemes), and provide
model and methodology evolution.

6
Verification and Synthesis Challenges for
ECPS
Generally, state-of-the-art verification methodologies for embedded
systems (including ECPS) generate test vectors (with constraints)
and use some assertion-based verification and high-level processor
models, during simulation [191, 192], as illustrated in Fig. 12.
In particular, the main challenges regarding verification of embedded systems lie on improving coverage, where more system functions are verified, reducing verification time, i.e., pruning state-space
exploration during verification, providing completeness, i.e., if all
possible states can be reached and evaluated, and incorporating system models, which allows specific checks regarding system behavior and not only code correctness. Additionally, embedded-system
verification raises additional challenges, such as:
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1. Time and energy constraints;
2. Handling of concurrent software;
3. Platform restrictions;
4. Security issues;
5. Verification of code pieces or modules that rely on larger structures;
6. Legacy designs;
7. Support to different programming languages, frameworks, and
interfaces;
8. Correct code instrumentation;
9. Handling of non-linear and non-convex optimization problems;
10. Incorporation of new and adapted checks, due to system or
environment change;
11. Provision of system evolution, in such a way that a version more
adapted to a given scenario is obtained.
Indeed, the first two aspects are of extreme relevance in microgrids and cyber-physical systems, in order to ensure reliability,
which is a key issue for (smart) cities, industries, and consumers,
and the third one is essential in systems that implement device models, such as digital filters and controllers, which present a behavior
that is highly dependent on signal inputs and outputs and whose
deployment may be heavily affected by hardware restrictions. In
that sense, as already mentioned, DSVerifier [70, 105] is a powerful tool, which has been evolved and now is capable of checking
many properties in digital systems, including digital filters, digital controllers, and closed-loop systems [193], while taking into
account fragility aspects (e.g., FWL problems). In addition, it has
also inspired synthesis methodologies [9, 166] based on CEGIS.
Indeed, DSVerifier is being developed towards complete ECPS verification, which includes components and entire system behavior,
based on models tackling aggregate behavior and fragility. Finally,
Sim3Tanks (see Section 2.3) can be considered as a suitable benchmark for future versions of DSVerifier, given that it includes all
mentioned challenges.
The fourth aspect is very important, mainly in the context of
IoT and ECPS. Indeed, remote management is of paramount importance, leads to connection through private networks and also the
Internet, and may suffer from cyber attacks. For instance, Beg, Johnson, and Davoudi [194] studied DC micro-grids, which are ECPS
with sophisticated interactions between physical and computer entities, and devised a framework to detect possible false-data injection
attacks, through identification of changes in candidate invariants.
In summary, reachability analysis based on hybrid automata was
employed and actual invariants, obtained from the reach sets contained within the candidate ones, were compared with the latter,
which then indicated occurrence of attacks.
The fifth aspect deals with code that relies on existing infrastructures and must be compliant with those, such as Linux kernel
modules. Witkowski [195] addressed that problem and proposed a
tool called DDVerify, which is able to verify Linux device drivers
through SatAbs, with focus on Linux kernel application programming interfaces (APIs) described by natural language. The sixth
aspect, in turn, is inherent to a large number of embedded systems
from telecommunications, control systems, and medical devices,
including ECPS. In particular, software developed for those types of
embedded system has been extensively tested and verified, and also
optimized for efficiency over years of development. Therefore, when
a new product is derived from a given platform, a lot of legacy code
is usually reused for improving development time and code quality. Nonetheless, legacy code usually presents specifications written
post hoc, it is often poorly developed, and its verification may
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require interaction, which present hard challenges for any employed
approach [196].
The seventh aspect is related to evolving development processes
and technologies, which may delay the application of suitable verification and synthesis approaches, if verifiers and synthesizers do
not support different programming languages and interfaces. In this
context, Monteiro et al. [197] proposed the use of a QT operational
model for verifying code written with the Qt framework, which is a
simplified version of the latter and is already instrumented for formal verification. It is not exactly an ECPS verification technique;
however, it shows that if ECPS are developed with a specific framework, its verification is still possible and can scale on that concept.
The eighth aspect highlights a subjective task in verification: where
one must insert an evaluation point or assertion, in order to correctly address a property. In that direction, Li et al. [198] proposed
an automatic approach for software verification based on instrumentation and concolic testing, which uses C intermediate language and
control C graphs for identifying security-sensitive parts (e.g., buffer
overflow). Indeed, instrumentation driven by target issues (not a
generic analysis) seems to be a promising approach, which could
also greatly benefit from behavior models. For instance, in Section
2.3, we pointed out target properties for Sim3Tanks, but we did
not define where they should be checked, which could be resolved
through a complete system model. The ninth one is related to the
widespread use of embedded systems in autonomous-vehicle navigation systems [199], which demands optimization solving during
their execution for a wide range of functions, including non-linear
and non-convex problems using fixed- and floating-point arithmetic.
One example is optimization through counterexample guided inductive optimization (CEGIO) [114], which uses an iterative approach,
based on formal verification, to perform inductive generalization
and then reduce optimization domains. As a consequence, one may
notice that formal methods may be regarded as a base framework,
which can be applied to many problems related to ECPS design and
verification.
The tenth aspect is a consequence of changes in environment or
different applications and scenarios, which may present new problems to embedded systems that did not exist or were not tackled
during their development. Such a challenge is also closely related to
ML techniques, given that they may be integrated into commercial
systems and have the potential to devise new and refined control
strategies, which must then be identified, checked, and validated
[200]. In a simplified manner, verification of ML-based systems can
be classified into two groups: development of monitors to ensure
safety rules, such as maintenance of a safe distance from fragile elements (e.g., bicycles and animals), as already mentioned earlier in
the present article, and verification regarding satisfaction of safety
criteria, such as erratic or dangerous behaviors, which is very difficult to formally define, in any given language. For instance, a
diagnostic system may employ techniques that make it able to learn
new tumor patterns and them warn their presence on patients’ bodies, but a wrong updated model may compromise earlier traditional
assessments and erroneously perform new ones, which should be
verified and validated. Finally, the latter also raises another question:
an embedded system must be checked only when it is developed/created or also during its life cycle, in order to ensure that improved
models and actions are sound and reliable? That is an issue that will
probably concern researchers, when ML becomes mature and widely
spread in software verification.
The eleventh aspect is related to the current development and
test strategies adopted for embedded systems, which aim at simply providing robust structures, instead of anti-fragile ones [201].
In summary, it is not feasible to account for every error or faulty
scenario and, as a consequence, it would be more beneficial to provide a module, architecture, or methodology capable of thriving on
problems and getting stronger. Such an aspect shares some similarity with the ninth one and may also be achieved through ML
techniques. Indeed, this kind of scheme consists in a completely different approach, which would profoundly change the way we design
ECPS.
Those eleven challenges place additional difficulties for developing reliable synthesizers for embedded systems, especially for
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cyber-physical systems and micro-grids, where controlled objects
(e.g., physical plants) typically exhibit continuous behavior (which
may eventually change), whereas controllers (usually implemented
by real-time computer systems) operate in discrete time and over
a quantized domain. In particular, synthesizers for those systems
[9, 166] need to consider the effects of quantizers (A/D and D/A
converters), when a digital equivalent of the controlled object is
considered, i.e., a model of their physical environment (cf. the intelligent product in Fig. 1). Additionally, finite-precision arithmetic and
their related rounding errors need to be considered, when correct-byconstruction code is generated for ECPS. Additionally, synthesis of
ECPS raises additional challenges, such as:
1. Parametrization of search-space exploration processes;
2. Improvement of learning processes via counterexamples;
3. Use of incremental SAT/SMT solving approaches.
The first aspect is related to word lengths and representations
of variables in an employed (embedded) hardware, where ECPS
are built upon [105]. Here, floating-point representations can provide better approximation of real numbers, when compared with
fixed-point ones with the same number of bits, which typically
varies from 16 to 64 bits, in popular hardware architectures used
for ECPS. Multiple-precision floating-point arithmetic can further
represent real numbers, whose precision digits are bounded by the
available memory of a system, and practical software packages do
exist to implement that type of arithmetic (e.g., MPFR∗ and MPFI† ).
Nonetheless, using floating-point arithmetic in software synthesizers
usually leads to higher verification time and memory consumption,
as previously observed by Duggirala and Viswanathan [103]. In
order to synthesize ECPS, typical synthesizers need to parameterize search-space exploration via multiple choices of word-length and
variable representations, in order to produce a candidate solution that
considers time and memory limits.
The second aspect deals with the way software synthesizers can
learn from counterexamples produced during a verification phase,
in order to quickly propose a candidate solution that meets a given
specification. Here, critical aspects for any CEGIS approach, such as
counterexample selection, are still poorly understood by the research
community, thereby resulting in completely ad-hoc designs. Further
investigation of those aspects would allow software synthesizers to
come up with efficient synthesis approaches, for instance, through
the use of an additional processing step before counterexample
input, so that reliable implementations of communication and control software in ECPS could be learned, in order to quickly achieve
a correct-by-construction design. Machine learning techniques, such
as reinforcement learning and decision tree learning, could be used,
in order to achieve that goal and then speed up synthesis processes.
Lastly, the third aspect is related to the ability of SAT/SMT
solvers to incrementally solve propositional or fragment of firstorder logic formulae. In particular, incremental SAT solving [202]
allows software synthesizers to deal with sufficiently large logical formulae, incrementally, by learning from previous checks, i.e.,
check VCs in iteration k + 1 based on the work done for iteration
k, thus optimizing search procedures and potentially eliminating
a large amount of formula state-space to be tackled. Some prior
studies [134, 203] show that incremental learning can cut runtimes by one order of magnitude, in comparison with standard
non-incremental approaches over a large set of industrial embedded benchmarks (mainly from the automotive industry); however,
we have not seen much effort, in the research community, regarding
use of incremental SAT/SMT solving to efficiently synthesize control software for ECPS, through incremental learning (from previous
checks).

7

Current Achievements and

∗ https://www.mpfr.org/
† https://directory.fsf.org/wiki/MPFI
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Future Trends
In the preceding sections, we identified and discussed many aspects
regarding ECPS, which included design, synthesis, behavior, verification, and bottlenecks. Nonetheless, from the point of view of
computer-aided verification and synthesis of ECPS, it is possible to
highlight seven major research problems (RPs), which are tackled
here and can be regarded as (partially) open in current published
research.
(RP1) provision of suitable encoding into SMT [118], which may
extend background theories typically supported by SMT solvers,
with the goal of reasoning accurately and effectively about realistic
ECPS.
(RP2) exploitation of SMT techniques to leverage (bounded)
model checking of multi-threaded software, in order to mitigate the
state-explosion problem due to thread interleaving, when verifying ECPS implementations that require multi-core processors with
scalable shared memory.
(RP3) proof of correctness and timeliness of ECPS, by taking into
account stringent constraints imposed by hardware platforms.
(RP4) incorporation of knowledge about system purpose and
associated features, which aims to detect system-level and behavior
failures in ECPS.
(RP5) provision of tools and approaches capable of addressing
different programming languages and application interfaces, with
the goal of reducing the time needed to adapt current verification
techniques to new developments and technologies.
(RP6) development of automated synthesis approaches that are
algorithmically and numerically sound, in order to handle (control) software that is tightly coupled with physical environments, by
considering uncertain models and FWL effects.
(RP7) provision of a unified framework, which is able to tackle
high and low level properties, as well as system behavior and even
its evolution, with the potential to lead to another degree of completeness, in such a way that every implementation aspect of ECPS
is addressed and evaluated.
Due to the fact that the mentioned research problems are some of
the main issues found in the technology area addressed in this article,
many studies have already tackled them and other researchers still
perform experiments and suggest new methodologies and schemes
for mitigating or solving their consequences. As a result, we can
cite the following contributions toward them, which already provide
some answers or at least present promising approaches.
7.1

Research Problem 1: SMT Encoding

Symbolic model checking using SAT solvers instead of BDDs was
first proposed by Biere et al. [117], in order to verify hardware
systems. A successful implementation of that approach to verify C
programs was proposed by Clarke et al. [127], via CBMC. Armando
et al. proposed the first SMT-based BMC for C programs [119],
which was further extended by Cordeiro et al. to support the SMT
encoding of full C programs via ESBMC [131]. The latter, in turn,
was then extended to support C++03 programs [204], CUDA programs [19], and Qt-based consumer electronics applications [197].
This approach was also able to find undiscovered bugs related to
arithmetic overflow, buffer overflow, and invalid pointer, in standard benchmarks, which were later confirmed by their creators (e.g.,
NOKIA, NEC, NXP, and VERISEC) [129, 131, 204].
Other symbolic verification approaches have also been presented
in literature [128, 140, 155, 205], but the coverage and performance
of all existing ones are still limited to specific program classes, suffering performance degradation for programs that contain intensive
floating-point arithmetic and dynamic memory allocation [206]. kInduction based verifiers, which use BMC as a “component” to
prove partial correctness, are continuously gaining popularity in the
software verification community. Beyer, Dangl, and Wendler [140]
described a software verification-framework called CPAchecker,
which automatically generates invariants through a combination of
data-flow-based invariant generator and dynamic precision adjustment, with the goal of injecting (inductive) invariants into the
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k-induction algorithm. Even though the combination between kinduction and continuously-refined invariants significantly enhances
verification results, there is still room for improvements, particularly
for learning from counterexamples, in order to improve bug finding
capabilities (cf. Section 7.3).
Here, one possible research direction is to bridge the gap between
symbolic verifiers and SMT solvers, propose background theories,
and develop more efficient decision procedures, in order to handle
specific program classes. In this particular research direction, the
European Project SC2 (Satisfiability Checking and Symbolic Computation: uniting two communities to solve real problems) aims to
further extend background theories supported by SMT solvers, in
order to solve problems related to security and safety of computer
systems (or large mathematical problems), through the development
of radically improved software tools [207].
One may notice that the main bottleneck of existing symbolic
verifiers is to unfold complex transition systems. As described in
Section 3, there are approaches that extend BMC without unrolling
the transition system (e.g., IC3 and Interpolants), but they do
not cope well with software systems, as recently reported in SVCOMP [206], either due to the type of VCs that are produced or
simply because they might require further engineering effort, in
order to make them useful for software verification.
Another interesting direction for future research consists in investigating the application of separation logic [208], in order to reason
about ECPS. The key idea of separation logic is to perform a local
reasoning based on specifications and proofs of a given program
component, by considering only the portion of memory used by
that same component, and not the entire program global state; thus,
this allows modular reasoning among different program components, with the goal of scaling formal verification to larger software
systems. Infer [209] represents one of the most successful implementations of that approach; it is an open-source static code analysis tool
used for verifying the Facebook code base, was employed on many
mobile apps (e.g., WhatsApp), and was adopted by many companies
(e.g., Mozilla and Spotify).
7.2 Research Problem 2: Verification of Multi-thread
Software
The symbolic verification methods proposed in literature were
further developed to verify correct lock acquisition ordering and
absence of deadlocks, data races, and atomicity violations, in multithreaded software based on POSIX and CUDA libraries [19, 129,
210], while considering monotonic partial-order reduction [211]
and state-hashing [212] techniques, in order to prune state-space
exploration.
Recent advances on verification of multi-threaded C programs
have been proposed to speed up verification times, which significantly prune state-space exploration [210, 213], and also extensions
to verify the Debian GNU/Linux distribution, based on a contextand thread-sensitive abstract interpretation framework [214], were
made available. As an example, Lazy-CSeq is a code-to-code transformation tool based on Lazy Sequentialization techniques, initially
introduced by La Torre et al. [215] for non-deterministically sequentializing concurrent C programs, which re-uses existing BMC tools
as backends, in order to find code violations [210]. Its main idea
is to pre-process a concurrent program and convert it into a nondeterministic sequential one, with the goal of simplifying verification tasks. Nonetheless, the set of concurrent-program classes (e.g.,
CUDA, OpenCL, and MPI) that can be verified is still very limited.
Given that typical implementations of ECPS now require multicore processors with scalable shared memory, in order to meet
the increasing computational power demands, one possible research
direction is to further extend symbolic verification methods of multithreaded programs via Lazy Sequentialization [210], by using SMT
solvers, in order to analyze unsatisfiability cores [216], with the goal
of removing redundant behavior or analyzing interpolants [152, 205]
and then prove non-interference of context switches. This will
enable one to capture, within a single verification framework, multithreaded programs that communicate via shared memory, for the
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variety of (weak) memory models that are implemented in today’s
computer architectures, and also distributed programs, which typically rely on a message-passing communication style. Scaling up
this single verification framework, for multi-threaded programs, has
the potential to increase the level of safety and security of ECPS
implementations and thus contribute to the vision of fully verified
embedded software.
7.3 Research Problem 3: Proof of Correctness and
Timeliness
Novel approaches to model check embedded software using kinduction and invariants were proposed and evaluated in literature,
which demonstrate its effectiveness in some real-life embeddedsystem applications [141, 142, 144, 145]. In particular, the kinduction proof rule of ESBMC (named ESBMC-kind) has been
ranked at the top 3 in SV-COMP 2018∗ ; however, the main challenge
remains still open, i.e., to compute and strengthen loop invariants for
proving program correctness and timeliness, in a more efficient and
effective way, in order to be competitive with other model-checking
approaches.
Invariant-generation algorithms have substantially evolved over
the last years, with the goal of discovering inductive invariants of
programs [138, 139] or continuously refine them during verification [140]. For instance, Beyer, Dangl, and Wendler [140] proposed
k-induction combined with automatically-generated continuouslyrefined invariants, in order to iteratively increment the induction
parameter k and then search for stronger invariants. As a conclusion,
the authors stated that efficient k-induction approaches are possible; however, there is still room for improvement. Indeed, there is a
lack of studies for exploiting the combination of different invariantgeneration algorithms (e.g., interval analysis, linear inequalities,
polynomial equalities and inequalities) and how to strengthen them
during verification, in order to ensure system robustness w.r.t. implementation aspects. In this respect, Jovanović et al. [217] present a
reformulation of IC3, by separating the reachability checking from
the inductive reasoning. They further replace the regular induction
proof rule by k-induction and show that it provides more concise
invariants. The authors implemented their algorithm in the SALLY
model checker, with Yices2 for the forward search and MathSAT5
for the backward one. They showed that the new algorithm can
solve a number of real-world benchmarks, at least as fast as other
approaches. Lastly, optimal configurations for invariant generators
are still of paramount importance, given that applications with code
based on different aspects may benefit from different setups.
7.4

Research Problem 4: System-level Properties

State-of-the-art symbolic verification approaches were extended to
verify overflow, limit cycle, time constraints, stability, and minimum phase, in digital systems, which was first proposed by Cox et
al. [218]. Indeed, digital filters and controllers [105, 218, 219] were
tackled, in order to specify system-level properties of those systems,
by employing either LTL for verifying embedded software used in
medical devices [121] or simply using user-specified assertions for
verifying embedded software used in the automotive industry [203].
Additionally, a specific UAV application was tackled using DSVerifier, with the goal of checking UAV’s attitude controllers [106],
which integrated knowledge into symbolic verification procedures
regarding a quadrotor’s orientation, w.r.t. an inertial reference system
described by the Euler angles: pitch, roll, and yaw [70].
There are other verification tools that provide similar features for verifying digital filters and controllers, in ECPS, such
as Astrée [158], PolySpace [159], and Simulink Design Verifier
(SDV) [220]. Those tools are able to verify, to some extend, lowlevel properties in digital systems. Although Astrée works on preprocessed C code, it tackles only digital filters and is focused on
verifying overflow and register dimensioning, which means that it

is not prepared to handle digital controllers and physical plants.
SVD is focused on block level (Simulink) and needs substantial
work regarding requirement expression and its respective encoding,
in order to support digital filters and controllers. Finally, PolySpace
is more software oriented and generically handles potential run-time
errors, in ECPS, while also leaves code fragments for further review.
More recently, other implementation aspects were added to those
existing verification framework, including magnitude, phase, poles,
and zeros, which provide deeper analysis regarding digital systems,
by tackling frequency-domain parameters, permissible deviation,
and associated natural response [219]. In general, however, there
is still a lack of studies to verify system-level properties related
to ECPS: emphasis should be given to micro-grids [2], which
present high-dependability requirements for computation, control,
and communication. Additionally, the application of automated fault
detection, localization, and correction techniques to digital systems
represents an important research direction, with the goal of making
symbolic verification tools useful for ECPS engineers [221].
7.5 Research Problem 5: Support to Different Tools and
Applications
Although existing symbolic verification tools [127, 128, 131, 222]
were extended to support Java, C/C++, and some variants, new application interfaces and programming languages are often developed,
which require suitable software verification tools for specific frameworks and embedded platforms, in order to build ECPS. Indeed, it
would be interesting if a new programming language model could
be loaded, which, along with symbolic verification core algorithms,
were able to check different programs and frameworks.
Some work towards that goal was already presented by Monteiro et al. [197], which employed operational models for checking
Qt-based programs from consumer electronics. In summary, the
symbolic verification core (in that case, ESBMC) is not changed
(it is still C/C++ code), but instead an operational model, which
implements the behavior and features of Qt libraries, is used to provide the new code structure to be checked. This approach could
also adopt the Clang compiler [223], which is already widely
used in industry [224], in order to produce an Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST) for a wide variety of programming languages (e.g.,
C/C++/ObjectiveC/ObjectiveC++). This AST can then be converted
either into an intermediate representation (IR) of the underlying verifier or into LLVM bitcode that is already produced by Clang. In this
respect, Clang even provides a static analyzer (called CSA) [225],
which is an open-source project built on top of Clang that can
perform context-sensitive inter-procedural analysis for programs
written in languages supported by Clang. It is designed to be fast,
so that it can provide results for common mistakes (e.g., division by
zero or null pointer dereferencing), even in complex programs.
Obviously, a completely new language may present new structures and resources; however, if different inputs are parsed and
converted into a form that preserves every aspect of their structure, it
can then be analyzed and verified in an unified way. Such a research
problem is closely related to the first one (RP1) and has the potential
to devise a new paradigm in ECPS verification.
7.6

Research Problem 6: Formal Synthesis

∗ https://sv-comp.sosy-lab.org/2018/results/results-verified/

State-of-the-art synthesis approaches for embedded (control) systems typically disregard the platform in which the embedded system
software operates and restrict themselves to generate code that do
not take into account FWL effects [226]. Synthesized systems, however, must include physical plants, in order to avoid malfunctioning
(or even a catastrophe), due to embedded (control) software, e.g.,
the Mars Polar Lander did not account for leg compression, prior to
landing [227].
Research in this direction has made some progress to design,
implement, and evaluate an automated approach for generating
correct-by-construction digital controllers, which is based on stateof-the-art inductive synthesis techniques [9, 166]. Nonetheless, there
is still little evidence whether that approach can scale on larger
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systems modeled through other representation types (e.g., MultipleInput Multiple-Output).
In addition to that, another research direction for synthesizers
is to generate code for UAV trajectory and mission planning, by
taking into account system’s dynamics and nonholonomic constraints [114]. As a consequence, verifiers and synthesizers need
to handle a wide range of functions, including non-linear and nonconvex optimization problems based on both fixed- and floatingpoint arithmetic.
Lastly, the provision of a unified synthesis framework to a very
large class of problems is a challenging task for synthesis-based
tools. The investigation and development of an automated formal
synthesis framework based on machine learning techniques (e.g.,
reinforcement learning and decision tree learning), which is algorithmically and numerically sound, will enable one to synthesize
embedded software for ECPS that is tightly coupled with physical
environments, with the goal of achieving safety and security in real
implementations.

approaches for verifying C programs, as observed in the Intl. Competition on Software Verification [206], where verifiable (correctness and violation) witnesses are important for evaluating software
verifiers [230]. The increasing number of verification tasks being
added every year to this competition allows developers to further
improve their verifiers, by implementing new types of abstraction
and simplification techniques. As a consequence, the continuous
development and improvement of verifiers can leverage more efficient synthesizers and further increase the reliability of verified
ECPS.
7.8

The presented research problems cover most open challenges regarding ECPS verification and synthesis, while a brief discussion including current results and ongoing work is provided. In addition, even
the challenges raised in Section 6 are related to those RPs, as
shown in Table 1, which has the goal of further clarifying what was
previously explained.

7.7 Research Problem 7: Simultaneous Verification of Lowand High-Level Properties
Embedded systems are typically implemented in low- and mediumlevel programming languages (e.g., ANSI-C/C++, Java, and Python).
Given the availability of different programming languages for writing code for ECPS, the provision of a unified framework able to
tackle low- and high-level properties, as well as system behavior,
is needed to achieve code coverage in real applications. With that
goal in mind and also considering the widespread use of embedded
software that implements ML algorithms, e.g., deep neural networks
(DNNs), this unified framework should also be able to check for
system’s evolution, given the learning nature of ML-based algorithms used in a range of hard problems in artificial intelligence, e.g.,
games, robotics, natural language processing, and image classification. In addition, adequate modeling for formal verification is still
needed and synthesis of ECPS phenomenons and associated risks are
still incipient, i.e., it is necessary the development of simplified models that are able to represent some particular ECPS problems, such
as communication delays, network availability, faults, and cyber
attacks.
The Clang compiler [223] offers a simple and strong approach to
lead software verification to another degree of completeness, so that
every implementation aspect of ECPS can be addressed and evaluated. In particular, by using the Clang compiler as front-end for a
software verification tool, one can avoid the need for maintaining
a proprietary front-end, which is a real challenge nowadays, given
that the C and C++ standards are rapidly evolving, and then focus
on the main objective: formal program verification and synthesis
for ECPS. In RP5 (cf. Section 7.5), we describe the use of operation models to tackle low- and high-level system properties, via an
abstract representation of the associated libraries, which conservatively approximates their semantics. Those operational models could
also be developed to check specific properties in ML-based software,
e.g., the NVIDIA CUDA deep neural network library (cuDNN),∗
which is a library for implementing DNNs in graphical processing units (GPUs). Those operational models could then describe
behavior, pre-, and post-conditions of routines, such as forward and
backward convolution, pooling, normalization, and activation layers,
in order to achieve high code coverage and find adversarial examples
in DNNs. The Clang compiler offers an industrial quality analyzer
and an application programming interface to access and traverse its
internal AST, which can then be used by software verifiers to generate their IR or alternatively analyze the LLVM bitcode produced by
Clang.
Finally, BMC tools like CBMC [127], ESBMC [228],
SMACK [229], and LLBMC [128] represent the most prominent

∗ https://developer.nvidia.com/cudnn
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Relation among the RPs and Challenges

Research Problem
RP1
RP2
RP3
RP4
RP5
RP6
RP7

Challenges
1, 2, 3, and 4
2 and 4
1
7 and 9
5 and 6
10
5, 6, and 9

Table 1 Relation among RPs and challenges.

7.9

Vision for Future Research

Fig. 13 illustrates our vision for employing symbolic verifiers, as
discussed in Section 4, to synthesize correct-by-construction ECPS
implementations, where we start with a correctness specification σ
of a system, e.g., stability, safety, performance, and behavior. The
basic idea is to automatically construct a program P that satisfies σ. In particular, our program synthesizer will automatically use
σ as starting point and then incrementally produce a sequence of
candidate solutions that partially satisfy σ. As a result, a given candidate program p is iteratively refined, in order to match σ more
closely. On every refinement iteration to find our candidate solution,
we add the respective counterexample produced by our symbolic
verification engine to a test suite, which can be used later for automated (regression) testing. This way, the main challenge lies on
exploiting effectively and efficiently counterexamples provided by
symbolic verifiers (including their scalability to handle complex
ECPS models), in order to quickly learn reliable embedded software
implementations.

8

New Applications: Beyond Code Correctness

As already mentioned in section 2, even problems that are not
directly related to code correctness may be tackled with formal methods, as long as they are conveniently modeled. Araújo et al. [114]
employed SMT for handling non-convex optimization problems,
with the goal of ensuring optimal solutions. Indeed, it is possible
to recursively re-constrains a model checking procedure, by using
the current counterexample as a seed for the next run, until a global
minimum is achieved. Nonetheless, elapsed execution times are still
a bottleneck for some applications, such as changes in UAV trajectories, but that can be improved, through the use of simplification
techniques and problem constraints.
In the same fashion, other problems may benefit from the
recursive-refinement approach provided by SMT-based verification
schemes. For instance, de Jesus et. al [231] developed a simplified methodology for antenna alignment that makes use of many
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Fig. 13: Automated Verification and Synthesis for ECPS.

modules already available in satellite TV receivers, along with a
suitable structure for performing position correction. In summary,
a reference signal is evaluated, until an (approximately) error-free
reception is acquired, which can be measured through a simple transport stream (TS) error-indication interface and further refined with
other parameters, such as carrier-to-noise ratio and signal level. This
way, by using an SMT-based verification method, one may map TS
error indication and other performance figures as properties and then
recursively perform realignment procedures, until no counterexample is output. It is worth noticing that associated timing requirements
should be more relaxed, as mentioned in the work developed by
Araújo et al. [114], which can be seen as an advantage for such an
implementation.
Regarding behavior correctness, many other applications can be
tackled, such as the ones related to automatic classification. Amoedo
et al. [232] proposed a modulation classification methodology,
with the goal of spectrum sensing for opportunistic transmissions.
Besides a correct software implementation, i.e., correct source code,
which is already covered by formal methods already available in literature [127, 131, 219], one may argue if the proposed methodology
is able to recognize modulations under some reception condition,
such as severe analog interference. This way, it would be interesting to develop a verification module for transmission and reception
software, which could be capable of creating inputs related to sampled radio frequency signals, under a variety of conditions, and
then unify source code and behavior verification. In addition, that
kind of implementation usually employs digital filters with specific
parameters, which could also be addressed. Indeed, communication aspects of ECPS could be tackled, as properties in system
verification procedures.
ML techniques are already being used in the software verification area [233–236]. For instance, Hamel [233] proposed to induce
a theory, through ML, that fits a test set for a program, in such a way
that it implements the respective test set. Phuc [234], in turn, applied
decision tree C4.5 and multi-layer perceptron to annotated programs
(metrics related to structure and semantics) and tackled the generation of test sets satisfying desired constraints. Bridge, Holden, and
Paulson [235] studied the automation of heuristic selection based on
features, regarding first-order logic theorem proving, and Hutter et.
al [236] showed that ML can be used for improving SAT solvers
regarding huge verification tasks, when applied to parameter tuning [236]. Seshia et al. [237], in turn, showed that control synthesis
based on ML is also a trend, since it has been applied to different
applications and model classes [238, 239]. Finally, ML can also be
used for invariant computation and strengthening, which is a major
bottleneck in k-induction verification based on invariant algorithms.
As a consequence of what was presented, it seems worthwhile to pursue integration of ML into BMC-based checkers, given that it has the
potential to tackle many open problems or at least enhance existing
solutions.
In addition, another aspect closely related to ML techniques, as
mentioned in Section 6, is system fragility. Currently, most design
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strategies try to produce robust systems, which are able to deal with a
number of errors that happen when they are operating. Nonetheless,
that is effective only if problems foreseen during design phases happen; otherwise, operation may be severely compromised and even
cause loss of lives.
Indeed, depending on the employed point of view, fragility and
robustness may be regarded as the same property. A system that is
more robust is less fragile, but it is still prone to problems, which
depends on operating scenarios, use cases, and uncertainties. For
instance, Keel and Bhatactacharyya [59] showed that robust and
optimal control system can still be fragile, with respect to implementation issues. In summary, if the chosen model does not tackle
every possible problem or error that might occur in a given environment, system-failure events are still possible, which is true even for
the Ariane 5’s failure [201].
As a result, it may be more interesting to develop methodologies that are not simply robust, regarding predetermined conditions,
but instead thrive on problems and grow stronger (as the human
body, which gets stronger when exposed to germs), which leads
to anti-fragile systems. In engineering, we are only beginning to
develop solutions that can be classified as anti-fragile, which can
be carried out via analytical or physical redundancy to achieve performance enhancement [240]. For instance, multiple-input/multipleoutput (MIMO) systems, which use multiple signal copies together
with multi-path signal copies, would initially result in a destructive
effect; however, with the use of a methodology that takes advantage
on them, the obtained net result is performance improvement.
Systems that could greatly benefit from being anti-fragile are the
cyber-physical ones, which interact with other external elements and
use their internal representations to interpret physical properties. As
faults occur, which may be treated with some sort of system elasticity, and external environments are normally dynamic, given that
they naturally change with time, variations in operating conditions
happen and should be tolerated, in order to keep behavior quality
[201]. Besides, when discussing the fundamentals of anti-fragility, it
is difficult not to tackle machine learning [201], which has the potential to provide some wisdom regarding correct behavior and internal
representations, in order to keep systems working in volatile environments. An interesting scenario regarding that is the Sim3Tanks in
Section 2.3, which could be able to cope with changes in fluid and
reservoir characteristics, in such a way it adapts to different environmental conditions, while still keeping the chosen properties: φ1 , φ2 ,
φ3 , and φ4 .
For instance, we could think of a system including an antifragility module composed by two elements: a ML engine, capable
of capturing current behaviors and identifying different trends, and
a SMT-based verification method, in charge of recursively performing re-tuning procedures, which could test new parameters estimated
from data provided by the machine learning module and then test
new behaviors based on them, through counterexamples. In addition,
there could also be a measurement module, which would judge some
metrics regarding the new behavior (e.g., signal-to-noise-error). As
a consequence, we would be able to design systems with potential of
being anti-fragile, given that they would learn from new challenges
and then modify its behavior model, in order to account for new
errors and threats and even benefit from them.
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Limitations of this Survey

We have systematically carried out a literature review about symbolic verification and synthesis techniques for ECPS and also outlined our vision for future research. One of the major problems with
systematic literature reviews is to find all relevant studies in the field;
this process typically includes three stages: searching, screening,
and synthesis [241]. All those three stages present limitations and
bias, which we have tried to alleviate during our systematic review
process. In particular, in order to minimize limitations regarding
our searching stage, we have adopted an automated search mechanism via the main academic digital libraries, in order to find the
most relevant studies regarding ECPS, namely, Google Scholar, Web
of Science, and Scopus. In order to reduce any bias introduced by
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us, when using those digital libraries, we first performed a manual
search of relevant papers addressed by peer-reviewed conferences
and journals, in order to determine whether they had published any
relevant (research) paper, related to symbolic verification and synthesis techniques for ECPS, in the last ten years, which we denoted
as “control list”. We have used the latter to validate publications
returned by our search engines, in order to help us double-check execution of string searching in Google Scholar, Web of Science, and
Scopus; however, these digital libraries might not cover the entire
spectrum of papers published in the ECPS field. For future work, we
will extend this survey, by including other digital libraries, with the
goal of gathering new publications not yet indexed by them.
Additionally, we have carefully included criteria to screen
potentially-relevant studies. In particular, our criteria include strings
that encompass the main focus of our survey, i.e., symbolic schemes
to automatically verify and synthesize software for ECPS. Since the
latter is a very broad research topic, we have restricted our search
strings to keywords typically used in that field, e.g., “Internet-ofThings”, “Concurrent Systems”, “Hybrid Systems”, “Control Systems”, and so on. Additionally, we have carefully discussed the
screening process with each author of this survey, by commonly
including studies based on our main goal, which is “automated symbolic verification and synthesis for ECPS”. Nonetheless, we do agree
that this screening process might still have some degree of subjectivity and we also identify it as a limitation of our survey. Lastly, the
synthesis stage requires extraction of relevant studies to be described
and evaluated in a survey, with the goal of explaining the state-ofthe-art and identifying bottlenecks for future research. In our study,
we have informally defined a protocol to describe definitions, search
strings, search strategy, inclusion, and exclusion criteria, in order to
make the synthesis stage feasible, regarding our main goal; however,
this informal protocol represents a limitation of our survey, since
they rely on searching and screening phases in which they are, by
themselves, limited as described above.

features are used, in order to extend capabilities of current verification tools, without changing the core symbolic verification module.
Finally, there are some bottlenecks in software verification that are
possible to be handled with machine learning, given some initial
studies carried out in the current literature, which may represent
another step towards a unified and complete approach that combines
code verification, behavior correctness, environment adaptation, and
system evolution.
As future work, the main goal of this research is to extend
symbolic verification as a design and synthesis tool for achieving correct-by-construction ECPS implementations. In particular, we
noticed that the current literature lacks further studies that exploit the
use of different symbolic verification methods beyond system code
and behavior verification. Special attention will be given to modern micro-grids, considering small-scale versions of a distributed
system, so that reliability and other system-level properties (e.g., carbon emission reduction in smart cities) are amenable to automated
verification and synthesis, probably through behavior models. Additionally, ML techniques will be incorporated to symbolic verification
frameworks, in order to provide flexibility and specific-problem
tuning, or even allow system adaptation and behavior tuning.
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Conclusions

This paper presented the main challenges related to verification of
design correctness, in ECPS, and also raised some important side
considerations about synthesis. In particular, we have covered six
symbolic verification methods: BMC, k-induction, IC3, Craig interpolation, abstraction (including predicate abstraction and abstract
interpretation), and path-based symbolic execution; we have also
described various state-of-the-art verifiers that successfully implement these symbolic verification techniques. Additionally, we have
emphasized one particular application of such symbolic verification methods that represents an approach beyond code and behavior
verification, i.e., formal ECPS synthesis.
In this respect, we pointed out that stringent constraints imposed
by underlying hardware (e.g., real-time, word length, memory allocation, interrupts, and concurrency), along with system behavior
models, must be considered during verification and synthesis. Additionally, there is little evidence that model checking ECPS using
k-induction, IC3, invariants, and learning, which extends promising
symbolic-based approaches from falsification to verification, can be
applied to formally verify correctness and timeliness of ECPS.
In addition, it is worth noticing that formal synthesis consists
in designing systems that are correct, according to evaluation procedures performed by formal verification algorithms. Therefore,
formal synthesis is dependent on formal verification and both are
based on sound models of systems and properties.
Given that software complexity has significantly increased in
ECPS, there are still some (recent) advances to stress and exhaustively cover system state space, in order to verify low-level properties
that have to meet an application’s deadline, access memory regions,
handle concurrency, and control hardware registers. There is a trend
towards incorporating knowledge about a system to be verified,
which may take software verification and synthesis one step further,
where not only code correctness will be addressed, but also full system reliability. In addition, it seems interesting to provide behavioral
models, when new application interfaces or programming language
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